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Get Your FREE Demo CD Today! 
Call 1-800-248-0164 

or visit www.softplan.com 

SoftPlan Architectural Design Software is the building industry's leading residential and light 

commercial CAD software package. Draw with fully assembled items such as walls, windows, 

beams, etc. Once your floor plan designs have been completed, SoftPlan automatically 

creates elevations, cross sections, roof framing, wall framing and much more. SoftPlan impacts 

bottom line profits by increasing the speed at which designs can be created and edited. 

Through Softlist, benefit from better design management and improved cost control with accurate 

material lists and cost estimates. Through SoftView, automatically render your floor plan into an 

amazingly realistic visual presentation. Get your FREE demo cd today and learn about the 

one tool that will improve the way you build! 
ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN SOFTWARE 
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Order reprints of your 
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Call PARS International Corp. 
at (212) 221-9595 

Minimum order 500 reprints 
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A Process Made Easier ... 
l'.!ftilliSIGN FLOOBILITY 

For thirty years , we have been facilitating timber 
frame projects for hundreds of architects. An 
important part of our success is allowing the 
architectural plan to dictate the frame design. 

••• A Home Made Better. 
CRAFTSMANSHIP 

While structural integrity is imperative, 
functionalism must be married to form. Our 
experienced designers and craftsmen ensure 
that each timber in the frame performs its 
job both structurally and aesthetically. 

Working with architects to design and craft the most 
beautiful timber frame homes imaginable. 

Vermont Timber Frames, Inc. 
7 Pearl Street, Cambridge, NY 12816 

VERMONT 
TIMBER 
FRAMES 

PH: 518-677-8860 
FAX: 518-677-3626 

Website: www.vtf.com 
Email: jimgibbons@vtf.com 
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Alumax proudly offers the availability 

of Brushed Nickel Finish, the circulating 

media in today's Bath Industry, on many of 

our finest products. 

The added options of custom sizes, configurations 

and glass patterns afford the Alumax owner a solid 

value for a pin-money investment. 

1617 N. Washington • P.O. Box 40 • Magnolia, AR 71753 
870/234-4260 • FAX 870/234-3181 • www.alumaxbath .com • e-mail : alumaxlt@ipa.net 
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Design a house. Create a haven. Carefully place light and dark to entice the soul. Tell us what shape. What wood. What color. Tell u 



Weather Shield 
W i ndow s & Doors 

ill create it. Because imagination can't be found on a shelf. Call 1-800-477-6808 x2574 or visit us at weathershield.com. See the light.T"' 
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ONE OF NEW YORK'S PREMIER ARCHITECTS 

DISCUSSES VITRUVIUS, CREATIVE FREEDOM AND 

THE BEAUTY OF AN INTEGRATED SINK. 

He's well-versed in the 

aesthetics of ancient Rome. 

He calls his architecture 

"classicism with a twist." 

And he's a firm believer in 

Corian® solid surfaces and 

Zodiaq® quartz surfaces. 

Meet Peter Pennoyer, 

a timeless architect for 

our time. 

Beauty, utility, fitness. 

Pennoyer believes his 

buildings should embody 

the basic principles of 

beauty, uti I ity and fitness 

set forth by the Roman 

architect Vitruvius. With a strong residential focus, 

Peter's designs are as functiona l as they are stunning. 

~ . How do Corian® and Zodiaq® surfaces live up to 

such principles? Quite well. "They stand the test 

· , c;o,:;,;n ·, of time aesthetically and structurally," Pennoyer 

says. "And they' re available in a wide range of unique colors and 

textures that make beautiful 

complements to traditional 

materials such as wood, 

ti le and stone." 

Taking off from the past. 

"We let the past serve 

as a point of departure/' 

says Pennoyer. "Our 

client can count on his 

house being singular in 

its guise." Corian® and 

Zodiaq® surfaces help 

"The beauty of Corian® 

comes through in a great 

design," Pennoyer says. "Its flexibility lets you make the most of 

it. Zodiaq® provides a bold contrast with its crystalline look and 

brilliant colors." No other surface offers all this . 

Which is why we affix the above medallions on 

each installation as marks of authenticity. To discover the endless 

design possibilities, just visit us at corian.com or zodiaq.com. 
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from the editor 

what and how do we rebuild? 
your help is needed. this is a call to action. 

by s. claire conroy 

had a very different edi
torial planned for this 
issue. But, as I dressed 
for work yesterday, I 

turned on the television 
news to discover the terror
ist attack on New York 
City 's World Trade Center 
buildings unfolding before 
my eyes. By the time I 
arrived at work in down
town Washington, I learned 
of the attack on the Penta
gon, just a few miles away 
from our offices. Located 
about five blocks from the 
White House, we promptly 
evacuated our little 12-story 
building and joined the 
gridlock of thousands of 
others trying to get home. 

Yesterday was a day of 
unfathomable horror, fear, 
and loss. 

And in the aftermath of 
such an experience, I can ' t 
muster the lightheartedness 
to run my original editorial 
about-of all things- pre
paring yourself to deal with 
the media. I'm wondering 
now how many architects 
and engineers are being 
interviewed about the struc
tural properties and floor 
planning of Minoru Yama
saki's twin towers. To what 
extent did their design help 
and hinder the thousands 
of people at the epicenter 

of this monstrous assault? 
How do you evacuate 110 
stories of severely compro
mised building? Especially 
when formerly able-bodied 
occupants are injured and 
handicapped workers have 
no access to elevators. 
How tall is too tall to be 
safe? Many questions will 
be asked; many standards 
will be revised. 

Architects bear a huge 
burden for the safety of 
the people who use their 
buildings and live or work 
near them. It's a tremen
dous responsibility they 
share with engineers and 
builders, and the clients 
who hold the purse strings. 
How much precaution are 
developers willing to pay 
for? How much unimagin
able horror must we defend 
against? 

The World Trade Center 
withstood one attack in 
1993. This latest one was 
simply too much to bear. 
The grand buildings no 
longer anchor the skyline 
of our country's gateway 
city, and we all feel less 
safe because of that. 

Reports say the Penta
gon's point of attack in
cluded a portion of the 
building under very 
expensive and extensive 
renovation. That under
lines the question of how 

we will repair what we've 
lost. Some of it is surely 
irreplaceable. 

This issue is our remod
eling special issue. It is, in 
a small way, about recoup
ing, rethinking, and rebuild
ing. Our central design 
feature, which begins on 
page 54, is called "Second 
Chance." For those of us 
left behind after this tragedy, 
we begin anew with a 
greater seriousness of 
purpose, a greater commit
ment to each other, and a 
greater responsibility to 
perform at the peak of our 
abilities in whatever our 
chosen profession. 

Our culture is a global 
flash point for strong emo
tion; our monuments are 
crucibles for those emo-

Photo: Katherine Lambert 

tions. We are envied and 
hated, admired and de
spised. We are at times 
undeserving and deserving 
of both good opinion and 
bad. But we can' t shy 
away from the prodigious 
achievements that inspire 
such polaiity of sentiment. 
We are a strong and resil
ient country. We know 
how to defend, preserve, 
and rebuild. 

And with everyone's 
help, we shall do so. ra 

Questions or comments? 
Call me: 202.736.3312; 
write me: S. Claire Conroy, 
residential architect, 
One Thomas Circle, N.W., 
Suite 600, Washington, 
D.C. 20005; or e-mail me: 
ccomoy@hanley-wood.com. 
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letters 
keep those cards, letters, and e-mails coming, folks. 

16 

talent search 

W 
hile I don't 
exactly agree 
with Mr. 

Morales' critique of Mr. 
Bjornson's letter from the 
June issue, I do feel that he 
brings to light a good point 
regarding the importance of 
talent-rather than licensing 
-in determining the quali
ty of residential design 
(Letters, August, page 16). 

I am a licensed architect 
who recently inherited 
management of the success
ful satellite office of a lead
ing architectural fum in 
Delaware. I am the only 
licensed professional in this 
office; we work on numer
ous single-family, multi
family, resort, and produc
tion housing projects each 
year. There are two design
ers and a project manager 
whose combined experi
ence with residential hous
ing exceeds 40 years. I 
credit our success more to 
their talents than to any I 
may bring to our firm. 

Our clients who have had 
thefr new residence, remod
el, or addition designed by 
one of our designers or our 
project manager are no less 
satisfied than those for 
whom I have completed the 
design. In fact, it is the dif
fe1ing backgrounds-con
str-uction, architecture, and 
graphic arts-that enhances 
the creative diversity within 
our office. Our competitors 

are not only other architec
tural firms in our area, but 
residential designers, design/ 
construction firms, and, yes, 
those national plan books. 
There is "good" and "bad" 
design among all these ser
vice providers. 

The real problem in 
residential design is not in 
who is providing design 
services, but the willing
ness of many to accept 
mediocre design. 

Kevin B. Oldland, RA, CS! 
Design Exchange Architects 

Lewes, Del. 

a basic standard 

I
• n response to Bob Moral

es' letter "License Un
needed," I have to disagree. 
Mr. Morales is correct that 
a university education is 
not the only way to go; 
much of "book learning" 
can be better accomplished 
on one's own, and, of 
course, hands-on training 
can only come from appren
ticeships. Universities 
aren't obsolete, but knowl
edge can come through dif
ferent routes, and some
times nontraditional meth
ods can be more efficient 
and current than learning 
from tired professors who 
don't get out much. Archi
tecture is the art/science of 
creative design and design
ing one's own education is 
only natural. 

That's where the license 

www.residentialarchitect.com 

comes in. No matter how 
the candidate receives his 
education, the NCARB 

exam is the public's best 
assurance that the designer 
has the minimum know l
edge to enter the profes
sion. If a designer can't 
qualify and pass this very 
basic standard, clients 
really should question his 
or her capabilities. 

Bill Fisher 
Santa Cruz, Calif. 

back to school 

bob Morales misses the 
point. Mr. Bjornson's 

point was that a registered 
architect would have the 
minimum body of informa
tion and skill required to 
produce good architecture. I 
am not sure what "CPBD" or 
"AIBD" is, nor would anyone 
in the general public know. 
It seems Mr. Morales might 
need to visit a real accredit
ed architecture school to 
see firsthand the nature of 
architectural education. He 
seems to have established 
a school of his own! 

John Hobnes, AJA 
Alabama 

via e-mail 

licensing matters 

m r. Morales is wrong. 
Talent is most cer

tainly licensed and regulat
ed, not only in my profes
sion but in medicine, law, 

accounting, engineering, and 
surveying, as well as in the 
trades and vocations, but not 
in drafting. It takes a disci
plined talent to become 
licensed, and licensing by 
definition is a iice-bowl 
issue. It protects the licensee 
as well as the public. 

:Mr. Morales is fortunate 
to live in a state that allows 
draftsmen or homeowners or 
anybody else to design and 
draw residential work. Not 
all states recognize a drafts
man's limited talent. The 
problem comes when these 
draftsmen work on projects 
that are of a size or complex
ity-residential or not-that 
is clearly regulated, or when 
drawings are stolen and title 
blocks altered and stamped 
by a plan stamper. The latter 
happened to me and I see 
the former happening all 
the time because of money, 
not talent. Plan stamping 
represents a breach in the 
promise of protection for 
the licensee. 

Mr. Tadao Ando, a bril
liant architect, was noted by 
Mr. Morales as a role model 
for architectural self-educa
tion. By all means, self
education is still acceptable 
for licensing requirements. 
Mr. Ando is licensed. Mr. 
Morales is not. 

Taylor Cockerhcun 
L. Taylor Cockerhani, 

Architect 
Hilo, Hawaii 
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seeps co improve their performance in the eyes of their clients and 

Three Client Support Techniques that 
Build Businesses 
"As I see it, there are three key elements to creating an effective client 

support system," says Victoria Downing, President, Remodelers 

Advantage. "The first is the ability to set reasonable expectations with 

your client up front, and then surpass them. The second is creating a 

great communication system. The third is doing a little bit extra. It's 

amazing what a big impression a small gesture can make." 

1. Setting Reasonable Expectations 
Setting reasonable expectations at the beginning of each project is one 

hurdle many remodelers face , unsuccessfully. To avoid problems, 

experts and successful builders recommend putting together a pamphlet 

or checklist that clearly explains each stage of the process, what the 

homeowner can expect, how long each phase will take and what the 

costs will be based on the original estimate provided. 

2. Keeping the Lines of Communication Open 
Good communication practices are also an invaluable cool to creating satis

fied customers. Providing a cell or beeper number and responding to that 

call within a reasonable period of time, is an easy way to prevent potential 

disputes. Jim Meister of Reuter Construction, Inc. (Minneapolis, MN) 

builds a weekly progress report meeting into the company's production 

schedule, allowing the homeowner, architect and project manager to dis

cuss ongoing issues and ensure expectations are clear. 

3. Doing Something Extra 
Finally, being mindful of the disruption and stress felt by homeowners 

undergoing renovation is essential to building good customer relations. 

The NAHB in association with Home Builder Press offer several 

books and pamphlets designed to help remodelers improve their 

customer service techniques and create reasonable expectations 

among their customers. For more information and a full list of 

available titles, visit www.nahb.com. 

Customer Relations Handbook for Builders, by Carol Smith 

Destination: Quality, by Gilbert J. Veconi 

Wan·anties & Disclaimers for Remodelers, by David S. Jaffee 

How to Understand Your Remodeling Agreement, Home Builder Press 

How to Find a Professional Remodeler, Home Builder Press 

SALES & MARKETING IDFAS Magazine, NAHB Sales & Marketing Council 

Doing something extra creates goodwill that often translates into repeat 

business and great referrals. Providing che homeowner undergoing a 

major kitchen renovation with a coupon redeemable at a local restaurant 

demonstrates your sensitivity to their situation and coses you very liccle. 

The Marvin Difference-Where Customer 
Service is MucbMore than Lip Service 
Ac Maivin, pai·c of our service mission is to provide ongoing support for 

the remodeling industry through educational programs, event sponsorship, 

strong indusny advocacy and its full line of quality windows and doors. 

Marvin offers an ideal selection of products for remodelers. Over 

11,000 standai·d sizes, shapes and styles of wood and dad wood windows 

and doors along with virtually unlimited custom capabilities mean remod

elers can find just the product they need for any job. 

Marvin 's Tilt Pac® kit is one product 

made with the remodeler in mind. When the 

window sash is worn out but the frames and trim 

are in good condition, the Tilt Pac kit allows pros 

to replace just the parts of the window that need to 

be replaced, reducing installation costs and saving lots of 

time. The kit includes two energy-efficient wood or clad wood 

sashes, all the hardware needed to install them, high-quality weather

stripping and exterior-glazed insulating glass-everything a remodeler 

needs to complete the job cost-effectively. 

Windows and Do 

Made for you.® 



It's 1n a class by itself. 

The Marvin Ultimate Double Hung. lt'snotthedoublehungrefined, 

it's the double hung rei nvented. The most amaz ing desig n im provement be ing its 

unique sash tracking and lock ing system. And now, it' s o ffered in all -wood as 

well as clad . So you and your c li ents ca n further exp ress you r in d iv idu ality. 

Th e Mar v in Ultimate Double Hun gs . Can't you just see them in your plans? 

For a free product brochure , call 1-800-236-9690. MARVIN1!: • In Ca nada , 1-80 0 - 263-61 6 1 www.marvin.com 
W i ndows a nd Doors 

Made for you.® 

0950110A 
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home I r on t 
tips and trends from the world of residential design 

home sweet dome 
n 1957, Buck.minster Fuller's geodesic dome auditorium in 

Honolulu was assembled so fast that 22 hours after the parts 

were delivered to the site, a full house was seated inside enjoy-

ing a concert. It's taken considerably longer than that to piece 

together his Dymaxion House-a precursor to the geodesic dome-

a snap-apart system of alu-

minum beams and aircraft 

plywood panels, appears 

to hover over the ground. 

"One of the most ingen-

at the Henry Ford Museum & Greenfield Village in Dearborn, Mich. ious aspects is the way the 

The exhibit opens to the public this month, two years after conser- design deals with rain-

vationists began sorting through the house 's 3,600 components. water," Ashby says. "Fuller 

Built in 1946, this "dwelling machine" was designed to change knew it would be difficult 

the way people lived. Fuller aimed to create affordable housing that to keep water out because 

could withstand the elements, was safe and clean, and could be eas- aluminum expands and 

ily taken apart and moved to a new site. contracts, so he designed 

Courtesy Chicago Historical Society 

Courtesy Buckminster Fuller Estate 

"Fuller wanted to build a house like a series of troughs at the seams to collect and reuse rainwater." His 

Henry Ford built a car," says restora- intention, unfortunately, was never executed. In real life, it leaked. 

tion coordinator James Ashby. "You'd Another extraordinary feature for its time was an 18-foot-wide 

pick out the options you wanted. They'd rooftop ventilator designed to catch the wind and draw stale air out 

deliver the house in a sealed container of the house. It worked so well that during a storm, according to one 

and build it for you in a few days." of the original builders, it sucked the parachute-fabric ceiling right 
Courtesy Chicago Historical Society 

Originally owned by the William Graham family near Wichita, out of the house, where it hung down "like a giant tongue." 

Kans. , the entire Dymaxion House is supported on a single stainless- Fuller's investors lost patience before he felt he'd pe1fected the 

steel mast. The aluminum-and-glass structural cage extends out like house, and the project fizzled. But Christian Overland, director of 

an umbrella to form the roof and sides. And the floor, fastened with Greenfield Village, notes that Fuller's legacy of creating affordable, 

20 www .r esidentialarchitect.com residential arch i tect I october 200 1 



urtesy BFl/Estate of Buckminster Fuller 

The Dymaxion interi
ors (left) were as orig
inal as the outside, 
with Naugahyde 
walls, a stainless 
steel fireplace, and a 
painted ceiling that 
changes color with 
mood lighting. Floors 
are aircraft plywood; 
closets serve as room 
dividers. A model of 
a Dymaxion planned 
community (below, 
left) dates to 1945. 
Fuller used bolts and 
aircraft rivets on the 
exterior (below) so 
the house could be 
taken apart. The 
whole assembly 
could be shipped 
in the can standing 
next to the house. 

lightweight housing lives on. The Airstream folks bor-

rowed his idea of using aircraft aluminum for a home 

you pull behind you. Charles Eames also collaborated 

with his good friend Fuller on the design of a few Case 

Study houses, and continued to use lightweight struc-

tural elements. "In the industrial design world, Fuller 

and Eames are considered the two most important de-

signers of the 20th century," Overland says. "They tried 

to solve problems in residential architecture in a way 

that could benefit everybody."-cheryl weber 
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Charlie Brown 

palm springs modern 
alm Springs Weekend has fun 
with itself, from the kicked
back title to the curvy cover 
typeface. But the prosaic 

subtitle- The Architecture and 
Design of a Midcentury Oasis
reveals the true focus of Alan Hess 
and Andrew Danish's new book. 
Hess is an architecture 

their clients into the desert. 
The authors call Lloyd Wright's 

Oasis Hotel of 1925 the first major 
Modern building in Palm Springs. 
They make a convincing case that 
the brand of Modernism found in 
Palm Springs and throughout the 
southwestern United States was 

critic and syndicated 
columnist; Danish is 
a graphic designer. 
Together, they deliver 
hard-core architectural 

Palm Springs Weekend. 
Alan Hess and Andrew 
Danish. 180 pp. 

shaped more by 
local climate and 
topography than by 
European design 
trends . Palm Springs 
Weekend documents 
a diverse array of 
houses, hotels and 

San Francisco: 

commentary in a play
ful package. 

Chronicle Books. 
2001 . $40 (hardcover). 
415.537.4257. 

The book begins 
with a discussion of Modernism's 
roots in Palm Springs, Calif. 
What started at the turn of the 
last century as a modest health 
resort quickly developed into a 
playground for the rich and famous . 
The important Modernist architects 
of the day-Albert Frey, Richard 
Neutra, R.M. Schindler, Lloyd 
Wright, and others-followed 

office buildings, 
motels and mobile homes that sup
port their point. 

The book's 160 photographs, 
posters, sketches, and advertise
ments of the day are as instructive 
as they are fun to look at. Palm 
Springs Weekend will be a special 
treat for anyone who dreams of 
Southern California-or lives 
there.-susan bradford barror 
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calendar 
residential architect design awards: 
call for entries 
deadline for requesting a binder: december 3, 2001 
entry deadline: january 7, 2002 

Our annual residential 
architect Design Awards 
program honors out
standing architecture 
in the following cate
gories: custom, reno
vation, multifamily, 
affordable, production, 

and on the boards. A project of the year is selected 
from the winning built entries and all of the winning 
projects will be published in the May 2002 issue of 
residential architect. Shown: a 2001 custom-home 
grand-prize winner by Overland Partners. For more 
information, see page 25. 

graphisoft prize 2001 
registration deadline: october 19 
submission deadline: october 31 

A design competition for virtual architecture using 
CAD-based software. Entry is free and open to stu
dents and professionals of architecture, landscape 
architecture, urban planing, and allied disciplines 
from any country. Cash prizes plus ArchiCAD and 
Graphisoft products will be awarded. To register, 
visit www.gsprize.com. 

candace wheeler: the art 
and enterprise of american 
design 1875-1900 
october 10-january 6 
metropolitan museum of art, new york 

More than 100 tex
tiles, wallpapers, 
paintings, photographs, 
and objects illustrate 
Wheeler's career as a 
pioneering American 
textile and interior 
designer. Shown: Wheel-
er's 1883 "Iris Portiere," silk with cotton and silk 
embroidery design. For additional information, call 
212.535.7710 or visit www.metmuseum.org. 

www . residentialarchitect.com 

great expectations 
october 14-28 
grand central station, new york 

Part of UKinNY, a citywide festival promoting con
temporary Britain, London's Design Council exhibi
tion showcases more than 100 examples of British 
design. To find out more, visit www.ukinny.com. 

Guido Guidi 

mies in america 
october 17-january 20 
canadian centre for 
architecture, montreal 

Through collages, drawings, 
models, and photographs, 

this exhibition explores the evolution of Mies van der 
Rohe's work after his 1938 emigration to the U.S. 
Above: Farnsworth House, Plano, Ill., circa 1945. Call 
514.939.7026 or visit www.cca.qc.ca for information. 

nmhc technology conference A..NMHCNaHona1Mu1tt II!. N Housing Council 
november 4-6 
hyatt hill country resort, san antonio 

Hosted by the National Multi Housing Council, this 
annual conference for the apartment industry focuses 
on issues facing the multihousing sector and ways to 
use technology to improve competitiveness. To register, 
visit www.nmhc.org or e-mail dcardwell@nmhc.org. 

build boston 2001 
november 13-15 
world trade center, boston 

This annual trade show 
for design and building 
professionals offers workshops, educational sessions, 
and product exhibits. Call 617.951.1433, ext. 227, or 
visit www.architects.org to register. 

continuing exhibits 
Defining Modern European Design 1880-1930, 
through November 11 , Museum of Fine Arts, Houston, 
713.639.7300; A Century of Design, Part IV: 1975-
2000, through January 6, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 
New York, 212.535.7710; William Price: From Arts 
and Crafts to Modern Design, through January 12, 
National Building Museum, Washington, D.C., 
202.272.2448. 
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home front 

seeing things 
ouses that are open to the outdoors used to 

• be a California phenomenon. But now even 
clients in the Midwest, with its frigid win

ters, want to feel they're living on the patio. A house 
in Minneapolis received Special Recognition in the 
DuPont Benedictus Awards for achieving that quality 
with laminated glass. The Dayton house, by Vincent 
James Associates, Minneapolis, and James Carpenter Design Asso
ciates, New York City, has walls made of four layers of 1/4-inch 
"water clear" glass, a nontinted material chosen for its optimal 
transparency. "We wanted to make a very strong connection between 
inside and out, and in Minnesota that's a challenge," says architect 
Vincent James, AIA. "The house opens up, literally, in summer, 
spring, and fall with large sliding glass walls. In the winter they'll 
be closed, but the house will still have a pavilion-like quality." 

A feature element of the design is a "periscope window," an art 
piece conceived to help illuminate an art collection while screening 
out the house next door. Fitted with lenses and mirrors, it projects 
multiple images of a neighboring tree. "It animates the space inside 
the house," the judges said. 

Another house, by the Mexico City firm TEN Arquitectos, also 
won Special Recognition. House IA, in Valle de Bravo, Mexico, was 
designed as a glass "prism," or box, built atop an old stone wall. The 
rear of the house commands a spectacular view of a lake, while the 
front facade faces a lap pool and privacy wall beyond. The judges 
praised the "sense of extreme opposites" with the limitless water 
view on one side and the intimate pool courtyard on the other.-c. w. 

Don F. Wong 

Glass panels, some 
of them retractable, 
interweave the Day
ton house and gar
den (above). The 
laminated glass pro
vides thermal control 
and protects the 
owners' art collection 
against ultraviolet 
rays. An exterior view 

Don F. Wong of the periscope win
- - - -----, dow (left, top) reveals 

DuPont Benedictus Awards/Gordoa 

its tension rods, mir
rors, and cast glass 
lenses. TEN Arquitec
tos built a glass addi
tion on a stone base
ment (left, bottom). 
The panels in front 
slide open to capture 
lake breezes. 

solid certification 
here's now a way to determine whether the solid-surface individual manufacturers used varying methods to test their own prod-

products you spec are up to par, thanks to new performance ucts, says Timothy R. Rugh, executive vice president of the McLean, 

standards for solid surfacing materials. Va.-based ICPA. The new consensus standard, he says, sets baseline 

Using the Ame1ican National Standards Institute's canvass methods, performance requirements for a broad class of products. 

the International Cast Polymer Association (ICPA) and other industry As part of the certification process, four labs-including the 

representatives have developed consensus standards establishing mini- NAHB Research Center-will test products for such performance 

24 

mum requirements that criteria as stmcture, water resistance, colorfastness, stain resistance, 
The manufacturer represents that the product to 
which this label is affi xed (a) duplicates samples 
independently tested by the NAHB Research Center, 
lnc . and certified to conform to the requirements 
o f ANSl\ICPA SS- 1 standard and (b) has been 
manufactured under quality controls deemed 
appropriate by the manufacturer and periodically 
reviewed by 1he Re.search Center. 

solid surfacing materi-

als must meet to be 

certified. Previously, 

www . residentialarchitect . com 

and the ability for materials to be fabricated with inconspicuous 

seams. Once a product meets the requirements, the participating 

lab will give it a certification stamp.-nigel .f maynard 
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call for entrle_sJ 

residentia, 
design awar~~'-

the third annual 
residential architect Design Awards, sponsored 

by residential architect magazine, honor the best 

in American housing. Awards will be given in 

eight categories, encompassing custom home design, 

renovation, multifamily housing, single-family 

production housing, affordable housing, and 

work on the boards. From the winners, the judges will 

choose a Best Residential Project of the Year. 

who's eligible? 
Architects and designers. 
Other building industry professionals may submit 
projects on behalf of an architect or designer. 
Hanley-Wood employees, their relatives, and regular 

contributors to the magazine are not eligible. 

what's eligible? 
Any home or project completed after January 1, 1999. 
For On the Boards submissions, any design completed 

after January 1, 1999. 

when's the deadline? 
Entry forms and fees are due no later than December 3, I 

2001. Completed binders are due January 7, 2002. 

where will winning 
projects appear? 
Winning projects will be published in the May 2002 
issue of residential architect magazine. 

how will projects 
be judged? 
A panel of respected architects and design profession
als will independently select winners based on design 
excellence. They may withhold awards in any category 

at their discretion. 

entry form 
To register, you may do any of the following: 
call Shelley Hutchins at residential architect, 202.736.3407 
mail this form to Shelley Hutchins, residential architect Design Awards 2002, 
One Thomas Circle, N.W., Suite 600, Washington, D.C. 20005 
fax this form to Shelley Hutchins at 202.785.1974 

Name 

Title---------------------------

Firm or Company 

Address 

City/State/Zip __________________ ____ _ 

Telephone and Fax 

D Send more information. 

D Please send entry binder(s) and instructions now (must be prepaid). 

D Payment for ___ ____ standard entries at $125 each and/or 
_______ On the Boards entries at $95 each is enclosed. 

D Check for $ (payable to residential architect) is enclosed. 

0 VISA D MasterCard D American Express 

Card Number----- ----------------

Expiration Date ______ _ 

Name on Card ____________________ _ 

Signature-----------------------

number of entries categories 
1. Custom Home, 3,500 square feet or less 
2. Custom Home, more than 3,500 square feet 
3. Renovation (residential remodeling and additions) 
4. Multifamily Housing 
5. Single-Family Production Housing, detached 
6. Single-Family Production Housing, attached 
7. Affordable Housing (At least 20 percent of the 

units must be affordable to families earning 80 percent to 120 percent of the 
local Median Family Income. Consult your area HUD office or local govern
ment office for the MFI.) 

8. On the Boards (any unbuilt project from the 
categories above) 

deadlines entry form and fee: december 3, 2001 
completed binders: j.anuary 7, 2002 
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on the boards I fighting steel 

d avid Martin relishes a challenge. So when Middletown, 

Ohio-based AK Steel approached the architect and his 

clients about turning the 11,000-square-foot house he was designing 

into a concept home to showcase bacteria-, mold-, and fungus-fight-

ing steel, he welcomed the chance to try something new. 

"The idea seemed interesting to me,'' says the principal of Los 

Angeles-based AC Martin Partners. "We felt that it was worth pursuing." 

Martin's original design-a barrel-shaped, two-bedroom main 

house and a two-bedroom guesthouse that share a piazza-like comt-

yard on a lush, 130-acre hillside site in Simi Valley, Calif.-remained 

the same; he characterizes the changes he made as essentially "an 

upgrade of materials." The homeowners wanted a home that could 

resist earthquakes and fires, so the design had already incorporated 

steel framing, zinc roofs, and painted aluminum windows. For these 

components, plus other exterior and interior details-trellises, duct-

work, switch plates, handrails, countertops, and appliances-the 

architect speced the new AgION antimicrobial compound-coated steel. 

Renderings courtesy AC Martin Partners 

This compound, AK Steel says, inhibits the growth of more than 

650 microbes. The company is salivating over its potential-particu-

larly for HVAC-system applications, where the coating will supposed-

ly inhibit the growth of mold. Using the coated steel for an HVAC 

installation costs I 0 percent to 15 percent more than using regular 

steel; the product will add $25 to $50 to the cost of a high-end refiig-

erator, says Alan McCoy, AK Steel's vice president of public affairs. 

How long the compound lasts under real-life conditions is not yet 

clear. AK Steel says longevity depends on the exact application and 

the abuse it takes. Wakefield, Mass.-based AgION Technologies, 

which makes the coating, says the compound should be effective for 

I 0 years or more on a refrigerator door. 

Some of the uncertainty should clear up once Martin's clients move 

into their new house, which is scheduled for completion sometime in 

2002. AK Steel will be monitoring the home closely-and so will 

Martin. "Architects want to provide healthy environments, so if there's 

a benefit to this technology, we want to know,'' he says.-n.f m. 
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patterns for living 

28 

two contributors to a pattern language and their partner 

identify the 10 most important patterns. 

by max jacobson, 
murray silverstein, 
and barbara winslow 

' ; esigning a home has 
· always been one of 
i the most challenging 

and rewarding tasks an 
architect can tackle. Each 
project brings a unique set 
of personalities, site condi
tions, and programmatic 
needs together, and the 
results can be infinitely var
ied. A house requires thou
sands of decisions at every 
scale, as well as knowledge 
of fields ranging from psy
chology to engineering. 
Every choice must work 
with the rest of the design; 
each one has an impact 
on the final result. Perhaps 
it was this enormous, 
demanding, and unwieldy 
potential that led us as 
young architects to seek a 
theory that would guide the 
design process. We were 
looking for a way to ensure 
that all issues would be 
addressed and that all deci
sions would work together 
to create a cohesive whole. 

We-Max, Mun-ay, and 
Barbara-studied architec
ture at the University of Cal
ifornia at Berkeley, during 
the questioning 1960s and 
'70s. This was a period of 
cultural change-a time 
when both faculty and stu
dents stepped back from 
business as usual, ques-

William Helsel 

The rear porches on this house by Jacobson Silverstein Winslow Architects in Oakland, Calif. , 
provide places of refuge and outlook, one of the authors' patterns for homes. 

tioned basic premises, and 
tried to reformulate the pur
pose of professions. Along 
with many of our fellow stu
dents, we believed that ar
chitects often were design
ing for each other and not 
for the users of their build
ings, that the ultimate users 
should have a say in the 
design process, and that 
professional knowledge 
should be developed and 
presented to that end. We 
felt that less attention should 
be paid to "style" than to 
the traditional indigenous 

solutions that produce com
fortable, lively places. And 
we were of the mind that 
residential design should 
address the needs of all 
users, including the poor, the 
elderly, children, the physi
cally and mentally disabled 
- any group that presents 
the designer with singular 
demands and challenges. 

The search for an ap
proach to architecture that 
could incorporate these 
ideas led Max and Mun-ay 
to join Christopher Alexan
der, a professor at Berkeley, 

in a time of research and 
experimentation that led to 
the discovery of "pattern 
languages"-a kind of 
DNA of architectural 
design. This led to the 
book A Pattern Language 
(Oxford University Press, 
1977, by Christopher 
Alexander, Sara Ishikawa, 
and Murray Silverstein, 
with Max Jacobson, Ingrid 
King, and Shlomo Angel). 

The book put forth the 
concept of patterns-design 
ideas presented in a way 

continued on page 30 
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perspective 

that lay people could under
stand and use, that could be 
applied to a variety of dif
ferent sites and situations, 
and whose use would solve 
fundamental, recurring 
design problems. It con
tained our deepest intuitions 
and understandings about 
what makes buildings work. 

practice makes 
perfect 
A Pattern Language was an 
important step, but it was 
not a building. As young 
architects, we wanted, 
above all, to build. Further
more, living in the Bay 
Area, we found ourselves 
smrnunded by inspiring, 
inventive houses by the 
likes of Bernard Maybeck, 
Greene and Greene, Julia 
Morgan, Charles Moore, Joe 
Esherick, William Turnbull, 
and many others. Hungry to 
put ideas into practice and 
undaunted by the lack of 
any prior office experience, 
Max and Mmrny found a 
client and staited a residen
tial design firm in 1974. 

In 1980, Bai·bara Wins
low joined the partnership. 

Mark Darley/Esto 

With this house in San Anselmo, Calif., JSW explored a system of 
sheltering roofs, designing a shed dormer and a deeply shaded porch. 

panded into areas of design 
for a whole range of spe
cific users, including low
income and developmental-
1 y and physically disabled 
residents. 

Working together on a 
great variety of residential 
projects-from low-income 
housing to custom, high
end houses-we discovered 
how much we enjoyed 
design, enjoyed the process 

missions, seeing our proj
ects get built, our clients 
reasonably satisfied. 

try, try again 
Theory, however, still lured 
us. We all taught at local 
colleges and universities and 
constantly worked to refine 
our ideas, to boil down what 
had come to seem overstated 
and unwieldy in A Pattern 
Language. Clients and stu-

"the house is one building form that 

every student has experienced, yet designing 

a good house is a real challenge." 
(From left) Silverstein , Winslow, and Jacobson, 

photographed by Helen Degenhardt 

She had just co-authored, 
with Ray Lifchez, Design 
for Independent Living, 
a pioneering book that 
resulted from her design 
consultations with members 
of the physically disabled 
community. With Barbara's 
expertise, our practice ex-

of working with people to 
create appropriate build
ings. And we found that 
there was a real satisfaction 
to be gained from running 
our own practice: going 
after work, presenting our
selves and our enthusiasms, 
winning and losing com-

dents asked penetrating 
questions about how the 
design process worked, 
and we struggled to find 
good answers. 

In 1990, all three of us 
co-authored The Good 
House, published by The 
Taunton Press. We had come 

to think that all the patterns 
could be expressed as vaiia
tions on a single jewel-like 
theme, the pattern of pat
terns, so to speak, an idea 
we called "linked contrast." 
In a nutshell, we ai·gued that 
much of the power and ex
citement of architecture aiis
es out of the experience of 
strong contrast. The paits of 
buildings-rooms, windows, 
courtyards--could be under
stood as ways of expeiienc
ing the fundamental contrast
ing dimensions of the world: 
up/down, in/out, waim/cold, 
light/dai·k, order/mystery. For 
example, a good do01way 
increases our awai·eness of 
the contrast between inside 
and outside, light and dark, 
exposed and sheltered. Its 
depth allows us to experi
ence both dimensions 
simultaneously, making the 
difference more apparent 
and striking by the use of 
thickness, threshold, solidi
ty, glazing. 

This idea was so ambi
tious and abstract that even 
we didn't understand it very 
well. We knew that it cap
tured some of the intuitions 
that guide a developing 
design, but we also came to 
see that it is not a particular
ly user-friendly concept. 

We returned to design, 
consciously applying the 
idea of linked contrast, but 
seeking an easier way to boil 
down what we gradually 
came to feel were the most 
imp01tant patterns. We 
talked intermittently with 
Chuck Miller, a magazine 
editor at Taunton, about wiit
ing another book. Over 
lunch a few years ago, he 

continued on page 32 
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perspective 

asked us, "What would you 
like to write about?" A 
simple answer popped up: 
"We'd like to write about the 
10 most important patterns 
of home design-the ones 
you must get iight. And we'd 
like to illustrate this handful 
of patterns with built work, 
some of our own, but largely 
with the work of other archi
tects around the country 
whose work we admire." 
Soon, we had a contract with 
Taunton to w1ite a book on 
this subject. 

Our topic grew naturally 
out of our experience help
ing hundreds of clients 
design new homes for them
selves, and out of our ongo
ing experience as teachers of 
architecture. The house is 
one building form that every 
student has experienced, yet 
designing a good house is a 
real challenge. It requires 
questioning preconceptions, 
understanding the ways in 
which space is experienced, 

and developing the ability to 
know exactly how a room 
will feel by reading the 
plans. It demands real atten
tion to the whole, and to the 
details simultaneously. 

To facilitate this process, 
both with clients and with 
students, we continually find 
ourselves in the position of 
wanting to transmit the most 
essential patterns of house 
design-the core of patterns 
that we have struggled to 
identify through years of 
practice. Our hope is that 
using these patterns will cre
ate a strong framework that 
will allow the originality of 
each design to emerge. ra 

Max Jacobson, Murray 
Silverstein, and Barbara 
Winslow are partners at 
Jacobson Silverstein. 
Winslow Architects in 
Berkeley, Calif. Their book 
Patterns of Home will be 
published in late 2002 by 
Taunton Press. 

William Helsel 

The entry to an Inverness, Calif., home designed by the authors 
demonstrates several of the patterns they discuss in their book-
for example, "creating rooms, outside and in;' "places in between," 
and "composing with materials" (see sidebar, right). 

32 

patterns of home 

Jl he 10 patterns we discuss are not unique to us. Many-per
haps most-architects use them, whether consciously or not. 
Differing climates, budgets, programs, and stylistic references 

shape the specific house examples we have selected. Yet these 
homes remind us of how fundamentally alike we are in our needs, 
and convince us that getting the basic patterns right creates a free
dom of expression as the design develops. These patterns, pre
sented in an order that starts with the site and ends with the mate
rials of construction, are as follows: 

1. Inhabiting the site. The house provides a sustainable home in 
response to its site. It is a part of a larger order that includes the 
path of the sun, the presence of neighbors, sound, views, side
walks and roads, new places, old places, the places that are good 
to be in just as they are, and the places in between. 

2. Creating rooms, outside and in. The entire home site con
sists of a mosaic of rooms, some inside and some out, defined by 
landscape, fencing, and walls. 

3. A sheltering roof. A strong roof form is important. Each 
major space, inside or out, is experienced as part of an overall 
system of sheltering roofs. 

4. Capturing light. Each major room is arranged to gather natur
al light from at least two directions, in accord with the room's 
function and place in the plan, and in accord with regional cycles 
of day and year. 

5. Parts in proportion. Each part of the house is shaped and 
sized to fulfill its role as part of something larger, and, simulta
neously, as a whole with its own constituent parts. 

6. The flow through rooms. Common spaces on the site and in 
the house provide calm eddies for settling in and pathways for 
moving along to an adjacent space. 

7. Private edges, common core. Each space provides a center 
for shared activities, and adjacent smaller pockets along the 
edges for private activities. 

8. Refuge and outlook. Both the home and the site provide 
many stable, safe, protected places (at all scales) from which one 
can look out toward, and over, a larger beyond. 

9. Places in between. Major adjacent spaces are linked to each 
other by in-between spaces, like porches, window seats, and out
door rooms. 

10. Composing with materials. Like notes in a melody, the sep
arate physical materials of the house and garden are assembled to 
act in harmony with each other.-m.j ., ni.s., and b. w. 
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practice 

is your price right? 
your two biggest foes are overworking and undercharging. 

34 

by cheryl weber 

f architecture is seen as 
elitist, why aren't the 
people who practice it 

.. i well paid? It's a conun
drum that's dominated 
many a dinner-table conver
sation among architects. 
The general consensus is 
that, despite the public's 
view of architects as highly 
trained experts, they're 
among the lowest paid of 
all licensed professionals. 
Indeed, when a recent sur
vey asked design profes
sionals how often the work 
they do matches up with the 
compensation they receive, 
most firms said it occurred 
only half the time. Others 
said it happened rarely. 

"There seems to be a dis
connect between the work 
architects are doing and 
how they're getting paid," 
says AIA chief economist 
Kermit Baker, who tabulat
ed the survey statistics for 
PSMJ Resources, Boston. 
"It happens much too often 
to assume architects are 
properly estimating what 
the work load is. Larger 
firms don't get it right all 
the time, either. It's just dif
ficult to match this up." 

Many architects seem 
resigned to being short
changed by clients who 
don ' t fully appreciate what 
they do. But part of the 
problem is that they fail to 

grapple with all the com
plexities of their work. 
And, thus, the way they 
compose their fees. 

Ah, the fee discussion. 
It's probably the part of the 
business architects shy 
away from most. It seems 
confrontational to negotiate 
price during the honey
moon phase of a client 
relationship, just when 
you've been selected for 
the project. The discussion 
also usually coincides with 
the client's sticker shock 

www.residentialarchitect.co m 

over the cost of construct
ing a house. In their eager
ness to get the job going, a 
lot of architects, particular
ly those who don't have 
large payrolls to meet, 
quote a standard fee. Sub
consciously, they rational
ize that the ego gratifica
tion they get from seeing 
their creative work built 
and occupied will help 
make up for any lack in 
financial satisfaction. 

"Every architect should 
understand that profits are 

Leo Espinosa 

neither discretionary nor 
cause for celebration," con
sultant Michael Strogoff, 
AIA, Mill Valley, Calif., 
wrote in his essay "Why 
Aren't We Worth More?" 
"Profits are essential to 
maintain our practices, 
invest in our staff, technol
ogy, and expanding mar
kets , and to compensate us 
for our skills and the risks 
we assume." 

PSMJ Resources' Bill 
Fanning frames the issue in 

continued on page 36 
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more concrete terms. Real
istically, he says, if you 
don't aim for a 20-percent 
profit, you're shooting too 
low. "That means you'll 
come out somewhere just 
shy of 15 percent. Below 
15 there's a serious ques
tion whether you should 
invest your money in your 
own business. You're doing 
it for love, not a financial 
investment." 

Of course, this is a free 
: m~f ket. You can charge 
what you want, working 
for small profits or exces
sive ones. But after shaking 
off all the formulas, one 
truth remains: The way you 
structure your fees is a 
matter of thinking through 
every job for the value 
you're bringing to it and 
the particular risks you're 
taking on, and then market
ing yourself accordingly. 

Dennis Humphries, AIA, 
Humphries Poli Architects, 
Denver, cites a classic 
example of how, time and 
time again, architects don't 
do that. "A multifamily 
housing client will say, "I 
have X number of units. 
My budget is X. Can you 
give me a fee?" he says. 
"We tum around and give 
it to them with a napkin 
kind of calculation. It needs 
to be more thoughtful, 
because the fee determines 
the success of the project. 
If you've negotiated too 
low a fee, when you run 
out of the money at the end 
of the project and tighten 
up the amount of service, 
the comfort zone with the 
client changes. It really is 
the most important piece of 

v a I u e judgements 

Consultant Michael Strogoff, AJA, Mill Valley, Calif., offers these ways 
to negotiate better fees: 

1 . Sell value rather than services. Listen 
to the goals and concerns of the clients1 

then frame the fee discussion from their 
perspective. For example1 don't just 
explain the number of hours it takes to 
generate construction drawings. Rather, 
focus on your ability to help the clients 

· meet their particular goals, such as opti
mizing square footage on a small lot or 
having a customized kitchen layout. 

2. Discuss cost concerns and ways to 
mitigate them. Convey wh'~f jti i~ftl-f~t~s~ 
driving up the cost-whetner·anfeXl;)e~.· 
dited design schedule, complibaleci . 
permitting requirements, or square 
footage. Show your clients you're on 
their side by being creative with options 
for lowering the fee. 

3. Provide ways for the clients to evalu
ate and justify your fees. Show them the 
number of construction documents that 
will be required and how many hours 
you anticipate spending on each sheet. 
Or break down the fee into an approxi
mate number of hours per task. It gives 
the fee structure credibility and makes it 
easier for the client to understand. 

4. No project goes perfectly, so include 
an allowance for things that might go 
wrong-either a lump sum or, say, I 0 
percent of your total fee. Not only do 
you reduce your own risk, you also 
avoid having to charge the client a 
higher overall fee for conditions that 
might not materialize. 

5. Use a variety of compensation 
methods as another way of reducing 
your risk. Charge a lump sum for 
tasks that are defined and finite, 
such as producing a set of plans and 
elevations. Use hourly fees for tasks 
that are outside your control, such 
as obtaining permits or design-review 
approvals. And explain how charging 
that way benefits the clients. For 
example, Strogoff says, "It's in the 
clients'. !)est interestt.o QeJ:;illeGl 
hbUtlyJor ope.n-ehded tas·~s 
becaws'.efhey :won't be char@ed 
for unknowns." 

6. Itemize your fees. "Architects 
shouldn't compete on the basis of 
fees, but on the basis of qualifications," 
Strogoff says. Nevertheless, some 
clients insist on fee shopping. So 
specify what's included in a contract 
so they can make an apples-to-apples 
comparison. If you're allowing them 
to choose among a smorgasbord 
of services, break down the proposal 
into basic services and expanded 
services. 

7. Avoid dangerous fee provisions. 
Stay away from contract language such 
as "any and all services necessary." 
And don't allow the owner to withhold a 
percentage of payment until the end of 
the job. "If disputes arise, even if the 
architect isn't involved, it's difficult to get 
that payment," Strogoff says.-c. w. 

the effort. Yet historically 
it's been given less than a 
few minutes' thought." 

apples and 
oranges 

showed several factors that 
affect a job's profitability 
-things architects should 
keep in mind as they price 
their services. Many of 

is the type of project you're 
working on and who your 
client is. For example, 
architects' fees for retail 
facilities are typically half 
that of health-care facilities, 
Baker says. There's some-The statistics Baker culled 

from the PSMJ study 

the findings seem basic, 
but their finer points are 
often lost in real life. One continued on page 3 8 
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thing different about the 
type of work that needs to 
be done on those projects 
that drives profitability. 

BSB Architects and Plan
ners, Columbus, Ohio, has a 
staff of 170 in nine offices 
across six states. Their resi
dential work ranges from 
large custom homes to pro
duction homes and sites 
with multiple buildings. 
Rather than basing their 
services on a percentage of 
construction costs, they 
have finely tuned fees that 
account for about a million 
different project conditions. 

"profits are neither 

discretionary nor cause 

for celebration." 

-michael strogoff, aia 

Multifamily projects 
carry a larger risk/reward 
factor than single-family 
homes do, says BSB prin
cipal Doug Buster. On a 
six-unit apartment or condo 
building, the firm charges 
a permitting fee that 's 
multiplied times six. A 
separate fee per unit 
acknowledges the project 
scale. "The more units a 
project has, the more liabil
ity we assume," Buster 
says. "A condo project has 
a homeowners' association 
we'd be concerned about." 

On its single-family 
homes for builder clients, 
the firm charges a fee for 
each foundation type, 
which the builder sells at 

different price levels. Then 
there are additional fees for 
creating options, add-ons, 
interchangeability, and mul
tiple elevations-"anything 
beyond one," Buster says. 

On these large jobs, the 
firm's fees are charged as 
lump sums that cmrespond 
to the clients' proformas. 
BSB uses percentage of 
construction only as a refer
ence point, double-checking 
its fees against an accept
able range to stay competi
tive or make sure it hasn't 
made a mistake. "If we 
think we really need a job 

and have to come in at a 
lower price, we'll check to 
see what the low, middle, 
and high number would be 
based on a percentage of 
construction," he says. 

sliding scale 
The project's scale is anoth
er factor that affects profits. 
The old rule of thumb-a 
proportionately higher fee 
for a smaller project-holds 
true. But the PSMJ research 
showed a U-shaped rela
tionship to scale, suggesting 
the need to charge propor
tionately more for very 
large projects that are idio
syncratic and prone to 
situations architects can't 
anticipate. Often, too, the 
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larger projects experience 
service creep. Rather than 
locking into a fixed fee for 
design services, or a per
centage of construction that 
diminishes with the growth 
of the project, architects' 
fees on these jobs need to 
be more open-ended. 

Percentage-of-construc
tion pricing is popular, 
but there are wrinkles. The 
cost of subcontractors and 
materials is out of archi
tects' control and hard for 
them to predict, particularly 
in a hot market. During 
the last economic boom, 
architect Duo Dickinson, 
who runs a small firm in 
Madison, Conn., switched 
from percentages to hourly 
rates. "It enables me to be 
fair to everybody," he says, 
"and not worry that the per
centage fee will screw us 
or our clients." 

Boston architect Jeremi
ah Eck, FAIA, was troubled, 
too, that construction esti
mates often rose substan
tially between design devel
opment and the completion 
of construction drawings. 
To solve that problem, he 
tried relating his fee to the 
size of the house rather than 
construction costs. "That 
didn't work for us, because 
clients started quibbling 
over square footage," he 
says. "If the breaking point 
was 3,000 square feet and it 
would go to 3,200 square 
feet, they'd want to work it 
down. It ended up being 
counterproductive." Now, 
the firm charges a percent
age of construction costs 
estimated when the working 
drawings are done and the 

builder's contract is signed. 
Architect Ray Kogan, 

AJA, a consultant with 
ZweigWhite, Washington, 
D.C. , looks askance at the 
practice of using percentage 
of construction as a defini
tive fee strategy. In addition 
to fluctuations in building
materials prices, the num
ber of builders competing 
for the project affects the 
estimate. "The level of 
competition might force 
down the fee," Kogan says. 
"Why should architects 
charge that way, if they're 
being paid for value?" 

He frowns upon strictly 
hourly rates, too. "Charging 
hourly lets architects off 
the hook too easily," he 
says. "They should have 
the discipline to estimate a 
fee based on the scope of 
the work and the value of 
what they do, and make a 
profit at it." That method 
of billing also opens the 
potential for scrapping with 
the client over the number 
of hours charged. "Until 
the scope is determined, 
you bill the client on an 
hourly basis related to per
cent of construction, then 
convert into a fee you and 
the client are willing to 
work with," he says. 

scope it out 
Most architects, however, 
do convert to hourly rates 
for work outside the 
agreed-upon scope of serv
ices. According to the PSMJ 

survey, the failure to item
ize the level of services 
you're providing is a sure 
way to siphon profits. Large 

continued on page 40 
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houses in particular involve demands more of an archi- tional work is billed hourly. 
outside consultants and tect' s time than a fixed bid On multifamily projects, 
increase the amount of contract. "From a contrac- two design-review board 
time an architect spends tor's point of view, and meetings might be con-
on a job. Eck charges extra especially the owners', it's tained in the fee, with addi-
for orchestrating other even more critical that the tional review time charged 
players, as does BSB. It's drawings are accurate," by the hour. "We offer inte-
a time-consuming part of Eck says. "I get an extra rior design and landscape 
the job that's often over- fee for my work." By con- services in-house, so our 
looked, Buster says. "Even trast, the architect may favorite project is one in 
if the consultants are not lower his fee if the contrac- which we can provide inte-
on our contract, we'll still tor is preselected in a nego- grated services," says prin-
want a fee for coordinating tiated contract and helps cipal Clayton O'Brien 
their work." shape the project during Smith, AIA. Nevertheless, 

Another variable that the design phase. the firm tailors its work to 
affects a project's scope, After the scope is the client's priorities and 
and therefore needs to be defined, GGLO, Seattle, budget, whether it's a shell 
reflected in the architect's proposes a fee for each design and building permit, 
fee, is the contractor the phase of its services based or the whole nine yards. 
client chooses. A time-and- on an estimated percentage Andrea Clark Brown, 
materials job, for example, of construction, and addi- AIA, Naples, Fla., also 
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encourages clients to use 
her firm's interior design 
services. Rather than 
charging a high percentage 
of the cost of the merchan-
dise, the firm works for an 
hourly rate. "It probably 
comes out to the typical 
interior design profit," she 
says, "but it gives a more 
direct appearance of time 
spent on the job on the 
owner's behalf. Clients 
have a passion for that part 
of the project." 

And in all its residential 
work, construction supervi-
sion is bi11ed per hour-a 
service that's of particular 
value to clients. "A lot of 

continued on page 42 
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our clients are out of town, curred by the project itself. 
so we're their eyes on the In the first case, maybe 
site," Clark says. "They you need to keep better 
understand that we're so records of previous proj-
busy, we have no reason to ects. "Firms forget that 
put in unnecessary hours." three years ago they lost 

their shirt on the same 
risks and kind of project," Baker 
rewards says. In the second case, 
What's your risk on any there are risks you can't 
given job? It's tricky to foresee that influence what 
measure, but it's an issue or when you get paid-the 
architects don't think market goes south and the 
broadly enough about, the client can't get financing 
PSMJ study showed. before you're fully compen-

There are two kinds of sated for your services. 
risk, Baker says: the one Versaci Neumann & 
inherent in estimating the Partners, Washington, D.C., 
fee-the job takes twice minimizes both types of 
as long as you thought it risk by charging the same 
would-and the one in- hourly rate throughout the 
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entire project. "We're work- that the clients pay for ideas 
ing on the basis that the that come slowly, but it bal-
clients can stop the services ances out." 
at any time if they want," However you structure 
says David Neumann, AIA. your fees , the most critical 
Because construction has part of the task, of course, 
become so expensive, those is keeping fastidious records 
fees often work out to be of how much time you 
less than the percent-of- spend on projects. 
construction range clients "Spend the time on 
are quoted-typically estimating rather than put-
between 12 and 15 percent. ting in a standard bid and 

"Sometimes the problem worrying about it after 
the clients present is more the fact," Baker says. "Your 
difficult than the site and fee should accurately reflect 
program-how long they the amount of work you 
take to make decisions and are doing." ra 
how often they change their 
minds," he says. "Other Cheryl Weber is a contrib-
times you struggle with the uting writer in Sevema 
design. It might seem unfair Park, Md. 
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by cheryl weber 
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no matter what style 

he takes on, 

john senhauser 

finds an original spin. 

• 

I thought long and hard about taking this job," says architect John 
Senhauser, FAIA, as he leads a visitor into a Frank Lloyd Wright 
Usonian house in Cincinnati's exclusive Indian Hill suburb. The 
L-shaped house hasn't been tampered with over the years. It 's built 
like a fortress, with thick masonry walls, teITazzo floors , and deep 
porches that keep out the day's 90-degree heat. "I didn't want to be 
the guy that came in and redid the kitchen," he says. "But I figured if 

someone was going to screw it up, it might as well be me. If ethically 
I'm wondering whether I should do it, I'm the right one." 

It's hard to imagine Senhauser screwing up anything. He's a 
friendly man with an assured, easygoing manner. But when he talks 
about architecture, an intensity takes over. He becomes as precise 
and direct and clear as one of his buildings. "Everything I do isn' t right 
or best, but I hope it is thoughtful," Senhauser says. "The best thing 
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about being thoughtful is being open to 
dialogue. That precludes caprice, whim, 
and subjective judgments." 

Critical thinking is second nature 
to Senhauser, a self-described Modernist. 
His office is a stone's tlu·ow from his 
house in Mount Adams, a funky section 
of Cincinnati originally settled by 
German and Irish immigrants. Later it 
evolved from a bohemian hangout in the 
1960s to the artist enclave it is today. 
When Senhauser set up his practice in 
1979, he embraced a market in the city 
and its suburbs that 's just as eclectic, in 

Photos, this page: Robert Ames Cook • • 
am11ar 

taste and type of project. One year the 
firm might do $6 million in residential 
remodeling, and the next year nothing 
but new homes. Senhauser Architects 
takes equal pleasure in the small jobs
richly detailed baths and kitchens, like 
the one in the Wright house. 

When you ask him where his love 
of Modernism comes from, Senhauser 
pins it to his education at the University 
of Cincinnati. The fact is, he's fond of 
a range of architects, from Luis Barragan 
to Charles Rennie Mackintosh, Edwin 
Lutyens, and C.F.A. Voysey. 

"The University of Cincinnati isn't 
recognized for having one particular 
hero, but the diverse nature of the 
faculty caused you to question a lot 
of the dogma that was out there," 
Senhauser says. "David Niland, a 
staunch Modernist whom I had for 
my thesis, had the biggest single 
influence on me." 

What's a Modernist architect to do 
when much of the available design 
work involves remodeling existing homes 
with a period style? "It 's quite difficult 
to try and develop a critical practice," he 
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says. "The demand isn't here. We're 
drawing on c1itical thinking as much as 
possible, but also have to rely on com
mercial instincts to sustain ourselves." 

style and substance 
One particular street in Mount Adams 
exemplifies the grace with which 
Senhauser straddles that line. Fmt View 
Place, only a block long, hovers on a 
leafy cliff, offering up spectacular 
views of the Ohio River and the Ken
tucky hills beyond. Between 1988 and 
1996, his firm designed eight houses on 
that street-whole-house remodels plus 
infill projects. Most of the work is idio
syncratic, with forms that follow the 
land and details derived from particular 
client programs. They're row houses 
that live large and informally, glowing 
with diffused light through the use of 

www.residentialarchitect.com 

skylights, open-tread stairs, windowed 
walls, two-story volumes, and floors that 
seem to float. They all avoid the decora
tive and fashionable, in favor of details 
that are both functional and poetic. 

Then there's the French Second 
Empire-style house on the corner-
6,000 square feet of formal glory with 
brick walls, a slate roof, and copper 
gutters. Designing the new building 
presented a dilemma for Senhauser. "I 
had a lot invested on that street," he says, 
"but this was not my style." Still, he 
accepted the commission as an oppor
tunity to do a strong piece of urban 
design. It reclaimed an eroded spot in 
the community, and resulted in an ele
gant entrance to the street. 

"John has built 400 houses in his 
career," says architect Daniel Friedman, 
FAIA, director of the University of 

Photos, this page: Corson Hirshfeld 

Cincinnati School of Architecture and 
Interior Design. "They don ' t all look 
alike. He knows how to cultivate a loyal 
clientele, by taking a client with an inter
est in, say, Arts and Crafts, and doing the 
best he can with it." 

Senhauser explains his work this way: 
"If you have a detail-driven practice, 
you 're not confined to doing Modernism. 
You understand the nature of Arts and 
Crafts as easily as you understand the 
nature of Modernism, or Palladio. You 
understand the fundamentals of balance, 
scale, rhythm, and proportion. It tran
scends style. 

"I would hope the architecture is ask
ing more questions than it's answe1ing," 
he adds. "I hope there's a ce1tain inten-og
ative that takes place in every project we 
do, that the work takes up the question 
as its goal, rather than providing truths." 
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teaching approach 
If Senhauser sounds like a professor, it's 
because he used to be one. He graduated 
from the University of Cincinnati in 
1971 , but over the years has maintained • 
nearly constant ties with the school. 
Between 1991 and 1996, Senhauser was 
adjunct associate professor. He still lec
tures occasionally, and since 1997 has 
served on the university's design review 
committee, which oversees the commis
sioning and design of campus buildings. 

Even the inside of his office looks like 
a classroom, with desks marching single 
file from the front to the back of the 
room. In a sense, it is. He's collected a 
staff of five from his alma mater. "Design 
crits are constant," says Rori Novak, who 
came to the firm two years ago as a co
op student, and stayed. "John pulls us in 
and asks us what we think of a design 

he's working on. Or he'll stop by your 
desk and ask how you're going to keep 
the water out of the stucco. There's less 
of a hierarchy here. Everyone has a spe
cific project they head, but my effort is 
bolstered by everyone else." 

Clients also appreciate Senhauser's 
enthusiasm for sharing the finer points 
of architecture. When Farah and John 
Palmer relocated to the city from 
Richmond, Va., several years ago, they 
purchased a house designed in 1968 by 
Cincinnati Modernist Carl Strauss. An 
austere, elegant building, it had gone 
awry with later additions and fallen into 
serious disrepair. The 7,000-square-foot 
residence has a strong, rhythmic pattern 
of alternating shed-roofed and flat
roofed brick masses forming a linear 
plan. Senhauser edited two offending 
"bookends" the previous owners had 
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added, and restored 
and updated its 
simple logic, inside 
and out. 

"He gave me a 
crash course in 
architecture," Farah 
Palmer says. "I had shown John Italian 
lights and would say I wanted to do this 
and this. He very gently said, 'Farah, 
this house isn't about that.' Another time 
I gave him a molded doors catalog. He 
politely looked through it and at the end 
of the meeting said, 'Farah, this house 
isn't about an enormous front door.' 
No detail was too small for John. It was 
unbelievable how much time he spent. 
That also made it fun for me. I felt like 
a student." 

Senhauser doesn't shortchange his 
clients. He has a solid command of the 
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realities of building and knows how to 
level with a homeowner. "All clients 
come in wanting more than they can 
afford," Friedman says. "He's good at 
helping them maximize those disap
pointments into opportunities. He can 
extract a great deal of content out of a 
small amount of materials." 

Nor does he shortchange the builder 
with shoddy drawings. What's remark
able about Senhauser's work is his 
assiduous attention to constructing the 
details , even the invisible ones. Builders 
usually learn something from his thor
ough drawings. "John doesn't put any
thing on paper unless he knows what it 
means," says Joe Stewart, Stewart & 
Weaks Builders, Cincinnati. But that 
doesn' t mean the architect feels his 
work is done when the construction 
crew rolls in. "He's always advancing 
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the project, designing new details , and 
for a specific reason," Stewart says. 

Senhauser admits to being obsessive 
and sometimes difficult to work with. 
His builder recognizes that, too. "We're 
somewhat limited by our ability to 
make field decisions," Stewart says 
diplomatically, "so it takes more time 
and effort to generate a dollar. But the 
work is a lot more fulfilling. Our quali
ty has increased as a result of our work 
with John, and we've won a number of 
awards with him." Some of the systems 
Senhauser's devised have become stan
dard practice in Stewart's book. For 
example, the architect found a superior 
drainage system that Stewart now uses 
on all his jobs, whether it's been speced 
or not. "We think it's the kind of thing 
that will prevent problems for home
owners down the road," he says. 

the critical path 
Senhauser has been in Carl Strauss's 
shoes. He's seen other architects remodel 
his own work-sometimes successfully, 
sometimes not. There's no one light way 
to update a design, he says, so he tries to 
deal with what's been done on an intellec
tual rather than a personal level. Still, he's 
pained and saddened to see his work com
promised. That's why, before he began 
the Palmer job, Senhauser took Strauss to 
lunch, reassuring the 89-year-old architect 
that his design was in good hands. After 
the project was finished, Senhauser gave 
him the grand tour, "to show what I'd done 
under the circumstances of a different cli
ent and time," he says. Strauss approved. 

Senhauser is bringing that same dis
cerning eye to Sandy Gross and John 
Hutton's house, currently under way, 
where he's been given the freedom to 
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play with unusual mate1ials and basic 
ideas about front and back, public and 
private, and the shape of domestic space. 
His design treats the living room, dining 
room, and kitchen on the first floor as 
open areas rather than rooms. On the sec
ond floor, bedrooms and baths are pulled 
apart and linked by bridges and shafts 
that are open to below. Rather than being 
a "layer cake," he says, it sets up inter
locking relationships between adjacent 
spaces from room to room and floor to 
floor. The 7,800-square-foot building's 
mate1ials include an exposed steel frame, 
titanium cladding, and huge quantities of 
glass. "The house questions what our lim
its are," Senhauser says. "The contempo
rary marketplace discourages risk. But a 
home needn' t be predictable; it can have a 
little bit of an edge to it." 

Sandy Gross, a sculptor, says she ap-

proached the design with her architect in 
sensory mode, making decisions based on 
how things feel. "Reading the plans is dif
ficult for me," she says. "But for some rea
son, I trust this is going to be an incredible 
space. Something about John exudes trust.'' 

Daniel Friedman has observed that 
quality, too. "John is an innovator who's 
overturning the assumptions on which 
residential practice is based, in a way that 
doesn't seem strange to clients," he says. 
"He wants to reinterpret the familiar. 
Moreover, he understands the limits of 
novelty and doesn't pursue it at the 
expense of integrity. That's one of his 
trademarks." 

Another trademark is his boundless 
energy and generosity, not just to clients 
and staff, but also to his community and 
professional colleagues. Senhauser spends 
about 35 percent of his time on civic and 
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AIA assignments. 
He sits on Cincin
nati's urban design 
review board and is 
chair of the city's 
historic conservation 
board. For more 
than 20 years he's 
served the AIA in 
one official capacity or another; currently 
he's the Ohio Valley regional director. 

For Senhauser, who lives and breathes 
his life's highest calling, professional 
service isn't any different from doing the 
work. It is the work. "I really want to 
keep architectural design at the fore as a 
pursuit and an art and a value," he says. 
"I think this is a way to do that." ra 

Cheryl Weber is a contributing writer 
in Severna Park, Md. 
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three remodels breathe new life into tired buildings. 

secon chance 
by nigel f. maynard 

and meghan drueding 

!,.__ 

new prospects 
Manhattan Beach, Calif., is a community of assorted architectural styles. 
This house combined several of them at once, among them a muddling of 
Moorish details, Spanish flourishes, and contemporary angles. It needed a 
fresh and coherent remake, a task that fell to Marmol and Radziner, the Santa 
Monica, Calif-based firm responsible for an adroit renovation of the Kauf
mann House, Richard Neutra's Modernist masterwork in Palm Springs, Calif. 

Adjacent to the ocean on the pedestrian-friendly Strand, the building had 
a few existing elements the clients wanted to preserve (a third-floor pool 
and a retractable roof over the master bedroom) and several they did not 
(a view-blocking, space-wasting elevator, for one). They also mandated a 
luxurious but informal interior and a master suite that would successfully 
exploit the prospect of Santa Monica Bay. 

Reorganizing and improving the house, rather than adding square foot
age, was the main thrust of the program. To that end, Marmol and Radziner 

The architects 
wrapped the 
house's ocean
facing facade in 
oil-rubbed mahog
any, stainless 
steel , and plenty 
of glass (left). 

Photos: Benny Chan 

In the master bed
room, a retractable 
roof lets in the sky; 
outside, a third
floor pool and 
spa soak up 
the California 
sunshine (above). 
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Alongside the 
pool, an oiled
mahogany pergola 
provides shade, 
while radiant
heated slate 
paving keeps 
surfaces comfort
able underfoot. 

stripped the house, shored up the foundation, and reworked 
interior walls. They replaced the rough plumbing, electrical 
and mechanical systems, and all finishes. The west, ocean
facing facade, they wrapped in oiled mahogany and stain
less steel. "The harsh ocean environment calls for a pretty 
hardy type of finish," says Bobby Rees, an associate at the 
firm. "Most people use a marine varnish, but when the 
varnish fails it has to be stripped and reapplied. Oiled 
mahogany requires more maintenance, but you don' t have 
to strip it." Oiled mahogany also gleams from the rooftop 
trellis, the garage door, and the pergola over the pool. 

re-viewing 
The kitchen and the master suite were prime target areas for 
reorganizing because of their obstructed water views. Remov
ing an unneeded elevator in the kitchen gained new space 
and new sight lines. "It's a beach house; it's not meant to be 
formal or traditional," Rees says. "With the opened kitchen, 
you can see the views through the dining and living areas." 

Upstairs, the master suite provided an ideal vantage 
point for water gazing, but its potential was undermined 
by a sunken bedroom floor, an unused sitting room on the 
northwest comer, and an ill-positioned bathroom. Pillaging 
space from the sitting room, leveling the bedroom floor, 
and extending the bath toward the west transformed the 
space. The architects also updated the retractable roof with 
a more contemporary look; now a square band of drywall 
hides the tracks and mechanism. "When you open it up, 
you are looking right at the sky," says Rees. "It is very 
minimalist. When it's closed it looks like a large coffer." 
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A new informality permeates the well-organized house, 
but the architects and the clients' inte1ior designer took great 
pains to imbue a sense of luxury as well. High-end stainless 
steel appliances, an Ubatuba granite countertop and back
splash, and maple cabinets grace the kitchen; there and else
where, handmade ceramic and slate tiles and mahogany
trimmed millwork round out the iich palette of materials. 

clockwise 
An array of sophisticated technical elements exists behind 
the scenes, too. An astronomical clock runs a fully auto
mated low-voltage control system, enabling the homeown
ers to program everything, including the retractable roof 
and a complex system of solar shades on the west facade. 
"When the sun is in the west, it creates a lot of heat and 
discomfort inside," Rees explains. "The astronomical clock 
is set so the shades go down at three o'clock every day." 

All interior and exterior stone and tile flooring surfaces 
have radiant heating. The pool/spa is equipped with an 
ozone water treatment system, and an intricate storm
retention and expulsion system catches and redirects rain
fall into a storm drain to prevent flooding. Oh, and the 
retractable roof has a rain sensor. 

A project of this scale could have easily taken a couple of 
years to complete, but this one came in at just under a year. 
The film was able to accelerate construction and maintain a 
high level of quality because it was also the contractor. "We 
worked very closely with our construction staff and were able 
to begin construction without a full set of documents," Rees 
says. "We worked hard, and I think we pulled it off."-n.fm. 
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project: 
Strand residence, Manhattan Beach, Calif. 

architect: 
Marmol and Radziner, Santa Monica, Calif. 

general contractor: 
Marmol and Radziner 

project size before remodeling: 
7 ,000 square feet 

project size after remodeling: 
7 ,000 square feet 

construction cost: 
Withheld 

first floor 
after 

first floor 

before 

An 8-foot-wide 
aquarium sur
rounded by maple 
cabinets domi
nates the wet bar. 
The countertop is 
Ubatuba granite. 
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second floor third floor 

second floor th ird floor 

Nestled in one 
corner of the mas
te r bath , a custom 
soaking tub com
mands dramatic 
ocean vistas; an 
electronically con
trolled shade helps 
control heat. The 
kitchen boasts 
maple cabinets, 
granite counters, 
and slate tiles. 
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second chance 

Cost-effective ma
terials like asphalt 
shingles, corrugat
ed metal, and split
face concrete block 
lend this former 
"builderburger'' a 
Modern sensibility. 
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loft in space 
Once upon a time, Seattle architect Don Carlson, FAIA, 
designed a loft-style house for a local art collector. The 
house never did get built, but Carlson carried it around in 
the back of his mind for years. When he and his wife 
found a nondescript box of a house with panoramic views 
of Mount Rainier and Lake Washington, they knew this 
was the place to implement the ideas he'd put on hold. 
"Basically, we saw it as a chance to take an ugly house 
and make something cool out of it," he says. 

The miginal house had been built from a catalog plan; 
Carlson refers to it as a "builderburger." The builder had 
chosen to utilize most of the home's south wall as a hold
ing space for plumbing pipes and electrical wires, rather 
than fill it with windows to bring in light on precious 
sunny days. The house was dark, cramped, and, except for 
a lone deck, had almost no connection to the outdoors. 

open-minded 
So Carlson decided to strip it right down to its frame, even 
removing most of the second floor. Into this nearly empty 

shell, he inserted three levels, each one 
open to the next. The first floor contains 
a kitchen, a casual dining area, a living 
room, and a more formal dining room. 
A bedroom, den, and lookout take up 
the second level, and, a few more steps 
up, a 400-square-foot office-loft addi
tion juts out over the entry to the house. 
The only rooms smTounded by walls 
are the home's two bathrooms and 
the garage. 

Because of the lack of interior walls, 
sunlight flows through the office-loft sky
light straight down into the first and sec
ond floors. And the smashing views that 
inspired the Carlsons to buy the home 
in the first place are visible from almost 
anywhere in the house. Carlson points 
out one more benefit of a loft-style house 
-the sense that the entire space is much 
larger than it actually is. "It's amazing, 
the volume you get in such a little house," 

he says of the 2,100-square-foot home's expansive feel. 

plant life 
The Carlsons wanted to establish a strong indoor-outdoor 
relationship. Outdoor decks on every level, plus lots of 







large, paneless windows, fit the bill. The house also fea
tures several gardens woven into its one-seventh-of-an
acre lot. A screened-off garden just outside the window of 
the first-floor bath allows one to enjoy the peace and 
serenity of nature while taking a bath. A water garden at 
the entry makes the most of the city's infamous wet 
weather, with a waterfall spout connected to the roof's 
drainpipes. "When it rains, which is a lot, we have a con
stant waterfall," says Carlson. The couple has planted 
water plants like lotus and cattails in the entry garden, and 
during the summer they even stock it with fish. 

Atop the house, a roof deck and garden provide another 
place to take in the view of Mount Rainier, as well as a 
spot for a hatch that functions as part of the house's cool
ing system. "The house can get quite hot in the summer, 
with all those windows," says Carlson. "When we open 
the roof hatch, you can just feel all the hot air being 
sucked up and out of the house." This passive cooling 
method works, and it saved the Carlsons the hassle and 
cost of having to put in an air-conditioning system. 

cheap chic 
Passive cooling was just one of the smart, creative ways 
Carlson kept costs down. He also turned to unexpected, 
inexpensive materials. Asphalt shingles and corrugated 
metal clad the exterior volumes, and plywood floors and 
ceilings warm the interior. Exposed, prefab trusses and 
joists give the home a funky, industrial style, without 
breaking the bank. So do the commercial-style light fix
tures he used throughout the home. The extra-deep central 
stairway treads are made of metal grating that permits 

light and air to circulate freely. "The idea was that we'd 
put potted plants on the stairs-that's why the treads are 
so deep-and they'd capture light from the skylight direct
ly above them," he says. 

Carlson's house has proven to be good advertising 
for his business; since he finished it, he's snagged com
missions for two more "loft houses." How do his neigh
bors in Leschi, an artsy section of Seattle a couple of 
miles from downtown, feel about the house, which is 
considerably more Modem than most of the neighbor
hood? "People either love it or hate it," says Carlson. 
"Often I'll be out working in the yard, and someone 
walking by will say, 'I love your house!' It's nice when 
that happens." -m. d. 

project: 
Carlson residence, Seattle 
architect: 
Carlson Architects, Seattle 

general contractor: 
Riewald Construction, Kent, Wash. 

project size before remodeling: 
2,000 square feet 

Maximizing natural 
light was a high 
priority for the 
Carlsons. The 
south-facing 
second-floor and 
office-loft walls are 
lined with win
dows, which filter 
sunlight in and 
down through 
a metal-grate 
stairway. 

second floor second floor (plus raised office loft) project size after remodeling: 
2, 100 square feet 

I ~{ r 
: I I ~1 , ! ~ ... 
first floor 

before 

first floor 

after 

construction cost: 
$90 per square foot 
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second chance 

The architect paid 
close attention to 
lighting in this 
remodel. Uplighting 
for the kitchen 
shelves brings the 
clients' bowl collec
tion into high relief. 
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keeping 
the faith 
It's not uncommon for an architect designing a remodel 
to want to show respect for the original house. But in the 
case of this project, by Austin, Texas- based architect Dick 
Clark, AIA, respect stopped just this side of awe. The house 
was designed in the mid- l 960s by Ford Powell & Carson, 
then and now one of Texas' most respected firms- and one 
whose work Clark has long admired. Even so, he didn't 
find the job intimidating. In fact, he says, "It was like being 
given a wonderful old car to work on, one that you already 
loved, and making it work like a new car." 

His analogy is an apt one. The clients, a couple who 
work in the high-tech industry, didn't want to change the 
spirit or overall look of the house. They just wanted it to 
function in accordance with their very 21st-century life
styles. So Clark and project architects Jamie Chioco and 
Michael Hsu, AIA, went in with a light hand, determined 

to stay true to the Modern, hill-country 
aesthetic that guided the original design. 

up to speed 
They started by gutting the most dated 
parts of the house-the kitchen and the 
bathrooms. The old, closed-off kitchen 
had worked as a place to prepare food, 
but today's kitchens serve many other 
purposes. "We reconfigured it to make 
it more of a family center," says Clark. 
"We wanted to make it more involved 
with the rest of the house." He opened 
it up to the new media room, which 
replaced the old den, and the living/ 
dining room. The setup allows for a 
strong visual connection between the 
three spaces, which comes in especially 
handy when the clients entertain, or 
when they want to keep an eye on their 
elementary-school-age daughter while 
getting dinner ready at the same time. 

The white wall paneling and black countertops in the 
original master bath didn't seem to fit in with the rest of 
the house. So Clark replaced them, and the finishes in the 
powder room as well, with a soothing palette of blond 
wood, limestone, and the same distinctive beige brick that 
appears elsewhere in the home. (The project team man-







aged to find a firing plant in Mexico that could produce an 
exact match for the original gas-fired brick speced by Ford 
Powell & Carson.) Clark added another vanity to the mas
ter bath, making the room easier for two busy people to 
use at once. A walk-in closet sandwiched between the 
master bath and the master bedroom holds the couple's 
clothes more efficiently than their older, cramped one did, 
and sliding doors and built-in cabinetry give the master 
suite a cleaner, less cluttered look. 

Clark and company then moved to the home's focal 
point-its dramatic, screened indoor pool. At the clients' 
request they added a hot tub, as well as some ceiling fans 
to make that part of the house more comfortable during 
the hot Texas summers. They converted one of the two 
guest rooms tha't abut the pool room's north end into a 
fully wired home office. And they finessed the entry 
gallery, adding double doors, refinishing the space with 
lighter colors, and lifting the ceiling a bit to make it more 
welcoming. "The clients like to entertain frequently," says 
Clark. "They needed a friendly entry sequence." 

old vs. new 
Because the clients wanted to save as much of the 
original house as they could, they asked Clark to keep 
the terra-cotta tiles that cover the floor throughout 
the one-story home. The tiles were stripped down and 
resanded, restoring them to prime condition. The archi
tects also salvaged much of the old kitchen's custom 
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hardware and reused it in the new version of the room. 
What they couldn't or didn't want to salvage, they built 

anew. Clark's firm, Dick Clark Architecture, often designs 
furniture and lighting for its clients, and this case was no 
exception. Chioco created all the major lighting fixtures, 
which were fabricated by a local metalworker. They range 
from quirky, perforated metal sconces in the master bath 
and living room to an elegantly sculptural piece over the 
dining-room table. The dining-room tabletop, the heavy 
bowl sink in the powder room, and the kitchen and bath 
countertops are all solid limestone. "Texas limestone is 
denser than most limestone," explains Clark. "So you can 
achieve a really smooth finish." The film also designed 
all of the cabinetry in the kitchen and the master suite, 
using polished alder wood to play off the rougher textures 
of the brick walls and tiled floors. 

In the end, Clark and his coh011s were justly proud of 
their work. "The miginal zoning of the house is basically 
the same," says Chioco. "Everything we did was to bring 
it up to date, not to change its character."-m.d. 

project: 

The cavernous 
living and dining 
area, with views 
to both the lake 
outside and the 
indoor pool , 
serves as the 
main entertaining 
and family gather
ing space. 

Private residence, Austin, Texas 
architect: 
Dick Clark Architecture, Austin 

general contractor: 
Dalgleish Construction Co., Austin 

project size before remodeling: 
3,500 square feet 

project size after remodeling: 
3,500 square feet 

construction cost: 
Withheld 
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Everything You Expect 
From residential architect ... And More 

The only site devoted exclusively to residential arch itects 

and designers, residential architect Online is your best 

source for product information, design ideas, management 

strategies, late breaking news, and useful links. 
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The Latest Reason to Check 
out residential architect Online 

• residential architect Online is back with 

a bang. Recently re-launched as a full 

service site, residential architect Online 

will deliver the most comprehensive 

information on the art and business 

of house design. Architect profiles , 

"Practice" column straight from the 

pages of residential architect magazine , 

and architectural resources are just a 

few of the new features you will find. 

<www. reside nti a I a re h itect. com> 
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September 23-25, 2001 
TEAMBuilder Conference 

Paris Hotel 
Las Vegas, NV 

llh9.""jng 
November 27-29, 2001 
The Builder Technology 

Conference 
The Argent Hotel 

San Francisco, CA 

LEADERSHIP 

Remodeling 
CONFERENCE 

Featuring The BIG 50 Awards 

May 19-21, 2002 
REMODELING 

Leadership Conference 
The Mayflower Hotel 

Washington, DC 

Builders 
Active Adult 
workshop 

June 2-4, 2002 
BUILDER'S 

Active Adult Workshop 
Oak Brook Hills Resort 

Oak Brook, IL 

~;:.] 
Featuring the Top 100 

July 25-27, 2002 
CEO Forum 

Carmel Valley Ranch 
Carmel. CA 

RA 10/01 

Circle no. 216 

This highly durable roofi ng system is 
available in 4 textured colors. 

The innovative Dura Slate Roofing System from Royal not only replicates the classic look 
of natural slate but adds character to any architectural style of home. Made from 

Royal's D ura Technology Process and our exclusive Roytech compound, this roofing 
system installs as easily as conventional asphalt shingles without the added structural costs 

of real slate, and is covered by Royal's exclusive 50 year warranty. 

TM* Royal Building Products 
1-800-387-2789 

www.royalbuildingproducts.com 
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off the shelf 

home over the range 
blow your clients away with fashionable 

and efficient ventilation hoods. 

bottoms up 

With its unique cylindrical design inspired by the martini glass, the 

stainless-steel and frosted-glass Torino hood combines stylish looks 

with hard-core functionality. It offers 715-CFM ventilation, touch 

controls, six varied fan speeds, a 15-minute delay "off' mechanism, 

two halogen lamps, telescopic ducting, and one-piece seamless 

construction. Zephyr, 888.880.VENT; www.zephyronline.com. 

up, up, 
and away 

Gaggenau' s AH600 

hood uses multiple 

fans to generate a 

backflow of air called 

the Coanda effect. 

The company touts this exclusive updraft system as the quietest and 

most effective way to rid kitchens of cooking smoke, odors, and 

vapors. Three 50-watt halogen bulbs provide targeted illumination. 

Gaggenau, 800.828.9165; www.gaggenau.com. 
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best bet 
Part of the Best by Broan series, the IS 170 island chimney 
hood boasts two-level halogen lighting, a delay timer control, 
dishwasher-safe filters, a high-efficiency motor, and an op
tional glass shelf and exterior blower. Designed to be ducted 
to the outside, the product can also be nonducted for recircu
lation inside with an additional kit. The flue accommodates 
ceilings from 8 to 9 feet, with an extension flue available for 
ducted applications. Broan, 800.558.1711 ; www.broan.com. 

continued on page 70 
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unseamly curves 
Seamless construction and mirrored, finished edges lend ele
gance to the Convex Curve wall hood, which incorporates five
speed control, anodized aluminum baffle filters, and halogen 
bulbs. The hood can accept a 600- or 1000-CFM blower and 
comes in hammered copper, mirrored stainless, antiquated 
hammered pewter, millennium disk stainless, and European 
black steel. The manufacturer can also custom-fabricate coordi
nating backsplashes and appliance face inserts. Independent, 
800.7-NEVADA; www.kitchenhood.com. 

island hopping 
The 16-gauge stainless-steel 

Tidan island hood features dual 
glass cantilevered shelves with 
trapeze supports and a double

sided, front-mounted utensil 
rail. The unit spans a total 

length of 109 1/i inches. Blow
ers can be installed either 

remotely or in-line, and are 
rated at 1400-CFM capacity. 

Cheng Design, 510.849.3272; 
www.chengdesign.com. 

www . res i dentia l architect.com 

quantum metallics 

Low profile meets high performance 

in the sleek 15-inch Quantum hood 

with its powerful 1400-CFM remote 

ventilator. The ventilator can be 

mounted on the roof or on an outside 

wall. Seamless fusion welding con-

nects the hood to the wall or to island 

mount flues in 42-, 48-, 54-, and 66-

inch standard lengths. The fully lined 

interior contains commercial baffle fil-

ters of either aluminum or stainless; 

the filters are dishwasher-safe and 

caITy a lifetime guarantee. Abbaka, 

800.548.3932; www.abbaka.com. 

-shelley d. hutchins 
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About As Close As It Gets To "Family" Proof 
- The Dependable} Easy-to-Clean Acrylic Bath. 
~esearch shows that "ease of cleaning" ranks 

3t the top of most moms' lists when it comes 

o choosing a bathtub (for obvious reasons). 

Nhile other tub materials may quickly dull and 

)ecome hard to clean, acrylic is non-porous. 

)o dirt, soap scum, and germs can't penetrate . 

\crylic is also less susceptible to mildew and 

il gae, which means acrylic will shine for 

·ears - as will your reputation. lo learn 

nore, get your free Acrylic Consumer Guide 

1y calling: 1-800-485-1124. 

)2001 Aristech Acrylics LLC Circle no. 69 

I"& ARISTECH 
• - ACRYLICS LLC 

Duality that comes to the surface . 

www.AristechAcrylics.com 



doctor spec 

door hardware, hard choices 

Courtesy 
House of 
Antique 
Hardware 

72 

should you go real or repro on your next remodeling job? 

by nigel f. maynard 

t he fussy clients who 
hired you to remodel 
their Federal-style town 

house ask if they should 
replace the door hardware 
with reproductions or 
authentic antiques. What do 
you say? It's perfectly fine 
if you 're not sure, because 
there's no easy answer. 
Choosing period hardware 
can be tricky business. 

"It depends on the 
client's renovation objec
tive," says architect Peter 
Newlin, FAIA, principal of 
Chesapeake Architects in 
Chestertown, Md. "Is it for 
historical authenticity or 
atmosphere?" 

If it's merely for the 
look, most architects spec 
new hardware with period 
ornamentation. Generally 
stocked by suppliers, these 

reproductions are readi-
1 y available at home 

centers or 
specialty 
showrooms. 
However, 
when authen
ticity is the 
aim, salvaged 
originals are 
the products 
of choice and 

This 1880s hinge (part of 
the Oriental series on the 
following page) depicts a 
story about forbidden love. 
It goes for $600 a pair at 
House of Antique Hardware. 

finding those can be an 
Indiana Jones-like 
odyssey. 

"Locating the real 
stuff is hard," says Allen 
Charles Hill, AIA, principal 
of Historic Preservation 
and Architecture in 
Woburn, Mass. "It's a 
labor-intensive process that 
requires visiting and talk
ing to a lot of dealers." 

faithful 
reproductions 
That kind of effort is one 
reason Hill encourages 
clients to go with high
quality reproductions. 
Hill also believes antique 
products offer only margin
al aesthetic benefits. "It's 
hard to tell the difference 
between replicated products 
and authentic pieces that 
have been reconditioned," he 
says. "A skilled blacksmith 
would be able to tell the dif
ference, but to most people, 
they are indistinguishable." 

One manufacturer archi
tects turn to for painstaking 
reproductions is Exton, 
Pa.-based Ball and Ball, 
which offers a complete 
line of interior and exterior 
door hardware in brass, 
cast iron, hand-forged iron, 
and bronze. The company 
stocks its own line but also 
does custom reproductions 
of authentic 18th-century 
American and other tradi
tional hardware. 

Courtesy Nostalgic Warehouse 

Nostalgic Warehouse's reproduction pieces are readily available in 
various styles, configurations, and finishes to fit most remodeling jobs. 

"There is a lot of value 
in something that's already 
made," says co-owner Bob 
Ball, "so we only do repro
ductions from existing 
pieces." The service is handy 
for matching missing or mal
functioning hardware on 
older houses and for extend
ing it to new additions. 

Another trade favorite is 
Garland, Texas-based Nos
talgic Warehouse, which 
offers a vast stock of re
production hardware in an 
array of styles, including 
Colonial, Victorian, Prairie, 
Art Nouveau, and Art Deco. 
"We use exact antique 
patterns and produce our 
pieces faithfully like the 
old products," says presi
dent Andrea Ridout. The 
company's pieces are 
lacquer-coated to resist 
tarnish, and come in pol
ished and antique brass, 
and antique copper and 
antique pewter. 

antique chic 
But some architects decry 
the mendacious spirit of 
reproductions, asserting that 
the execution of details is 
often inaccurate and the 
quality not up to snuff. 
Sticklers for pedigree, they 
demand hardware that pass
es historical muster, and for 
that only antiques will do. 

J.L. Sibley Jennings Jr., 
AIA, says authentic products 
should be an architect's first 
consideration on a historic 
restoration project. When 
Jennings has such a project, 
he hits the salvage compa
nies. "It's about the only 
place you are going to find 
the good stuff," says the 
Macon, Ga.- based architect. 

House of Antique Hard
ware in Portland, Ore., sells 
both antique and reproduc
tion hardware, but owner 
Roy Prange says traffic is 
heaviest for the antiques 

continued on page 74 
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www.simonton.com 

Designs that lead, not follow. Innovative vinyl replacement and new construction windows 

and patio doors on the cutting edge. To find out more, call or click. You'll be surprised how 

good things look when you 're out in front. 1-800-SIMONTON 

©2001 Simonton Building Products, Inc. 
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doctor spec 

department, which carries 
products from the 1860s to 
the 1930s. "If customers 
can't find enough or the 
exact pattern of an item, then 
they move into the reproduc
tion department," 
he says. 

Courtesy House of 
Antique Hardware 

Your clients will have to dig into 
their pockets for pieces like these 
from House of Antique's Oriental 
series. The face knob and back
plate are $2,200; the bird knob 
and backplate are $1,200. 

In times past, hardware 
hunters had to make a spe
cial trip to salvage yards spe
cializing in authentic hard
ware, but today many prod
ucts are a cyberstop away. 
Dave Ackerman, owner of 
Architectural Salvage Ware
house in Burlington, Vt., 
sells originals dating from 
the early 1800s to 1950, 
most of it over his Web site. 

"People can buy over the 
Web without problems," 
Ackerman says. "The stuff is 
easy to ship and can be re
turned. The only thing about 
antiques is that every single 
doorknob is going to have its 
own characteristics. People 
should remember that." 

which ware? 
So, should you spec real or 
repro for your next restora
tion job? If it's a standard 
remodeling project, then 
period-looking hardware is 
fine, Newlin says. "But if 
you 're doing an academic 
restoration, you really want 
to use authentic products to 
the extent that you can." 

Antique pieces will give 
your project a sense of au
thenticity, but they come 
with their own problems. 
For one thing, they can get 
pricey; some lock sets run 
as high as $3,500, depend
ing on the rarity. Finding 
products in good condition 
and in complete sets is also 
a challenge because some 
people collect antique hard
ware, draining product from 
the marketplace. 

One way to save time, 
effort, and money is to the 
spec real stuff sparingly, 
says Cal Rosenwald, a for
mer dealer in decorative 
hardware and antiques in 
Washington, D.C. "You can 
use it in the public rooms, 
instead of the whole house," 
he says. 

Sometimes you've got to 
play games, says Jennings. 
For example, you may have 
to scavenge your own proj
ect to put the good hard
ware in high-profile areas 
and replace it with lesser 
quality pieces. If you can't 
find certain pieces, try 
locating the original dies 
from the manufacturer, Jen
nings says. "Sometimes the 
companies are still in busi
ness and the original dies 
are available." Or you may 
have to make do with what 
you have, until you find the 
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savvy suppliers 
igh-quality reproduction hardware suppliers are fairly 
easy to come by, but reputable salvage companies 

are harder to find. Here are a few of the top companies in 
both categories. 

acorn manufacturing 
Mansfield, Mass. 
800.835.0121 
www.acommfg.com 

architectural salvage 
warehouse 
Burlington, Vt. 
802.658.5011 
www.architectural 
salvagevt.com 

ball and ball 
Exton, Pa. 
610.363.7330 
www.ballandball-us.com 

baltica 
Mattapoisett, Mass. 
508.763.9224 
www.baltica.com 

bouvet usa 
San Francisco 
415.864.0273 
www.bouvet.com 

craftsmen 
hardware co. 
Marceline, Mo. 
660.376.2481 

crown city hardware 
Pasadena, Calif. 
626.794.1188 
www.crowncityhardware.com 

ed donaldson 
hardware 
restorations 
Carlisle, Pa. 
717.249.3624 
www.eddonaldson.corn 

piece you want, he adds. 
Finally, antique hardware 

requires good preparation, 
says Ackerman. "You have 
to plan ahead," he says. 
"Doors are always pre
drilled with large holes for 
modern hardware. They 
aren't designed to accept 
antique mechanisms." 
With that in mind, order 
doors with a different type 

eugenia's authentic 
antique hardware 
Chamblee, Ga. 
770.458.1677 
www.eugeniaantique 
hardware.com 

hardware restoration 
Wilmette, Ill. 
847.251.0187 

house of antique 
hardware 
Portland, Ore. 
503.231.4089 
www.houseofantique 
hardware.com 

kayne & son custom 
hardware 
Candler, N.C. 
828.667.8868 
www.brwrn.org/kayne 
andsoncustomhardwareinc 

liz's antique 
hardware 
Los Angeles 
323.939.4403 
www.lahardware.com 

nostalgic warehouse 
Garland, Texas 
972.271.0319 
www.nostalgicware 
house.com 

rocky mountain 
hardware 
Hailey, Idaho 
208.788.2013 
www.rockymountain 
hardware.com 

of hole, he explains, or 
with no holes at all. 

Whether you choose 
antique hardware or repro
ductions, remember that 
quality is most important. 
Even though it may be beau
tiful, hardware is first and 
foremost a hardworking, 
utilitarian product. Says Jen
nings, "You don ' t want any
thing of lesser quality." ra 
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hands on 

light boxes 
distinctive glazing renders sunlight into ait. 
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by rick vitullo, aia 

n the Southwest, architects face 
the formidable task of coping 
with the sun's tremendous 
brightness and heat. Through 

innovative detailing, Eddie Jones, 
of Jones Studio, Phoenix, designed 
a Scottsdale, Ariz., house that man
ages to both tame and celebrate the 
region's fierce sunlight. 

Jones ' design for the unique, 
compound-like residence consists 
of two major components-the 
public spaces and the private master 
bedroom suite-connected by a 
passageway, or bridge, that travers
es a dry creek bed. Because the sun 
targets the south-facing wall of the 

bridge especially ferociously, that is 
the focal point of Jones ' detailing. 

Jones wanted this wall nearly 
opaque, yet punctuated by points 
of light. To accomplish that effect, 
he scattered small openings of dif
ferent sizes and proportions ran
domly across the wall, which is 
well-insulated and constmcted of 
2x6s. Each opening is lined with · 
wide, flat steel frames; each frame 
is constructed of 12-inch-wide by 
16-gauge-thick steel sheets folded 
(actually brake-formed in a shop) 
to create small window "boxes." 
Near the interior side of the box, 

continued on page 78 
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Illustrations: Rick Vitullo 

Architect Eddie Jones punctuated the 
passageway's opaque south-facing wall 
with various openings, each highlighted 
by a different colored-glass detail. The 
north wall is predominantly clear-glazed. 
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Jones set clear glass sections into 
silicone sealant. Toward the out
side, he installed a second glass 
layer, using a variety of details to 
give each opening a unique jewel
box effect. For example, one open
ing contains a cantilevered glass 
shelf, on which is secured a frac
tured green glass rock. Three of the 
window boxes feature a "sandwich" 
of clear and colored glass set 2 inch
es out from the box with standoffs; 
another harbors a piece of orange 
glass set on edge in the middle of 
the box. These openings sprinkle 
their gems of light in differing 
patterns and shapes across the 

~ ...... ~ ... 

/: 

' .,, 

bridge's interior throughout the day. 
At the sun-sheltered north wall 

of the bridge, Jones created one 
large cantilevered steel window 
box, and inserted insulated glass 
sections at the outside edge only, 
thereby maximizing the view. This 
window bathes the passageway 
-and anyone in it-in diffuse 
northern light, providing a cool 
counterpoint to the opposite wall's 
intermittent shafts of intense and 
colorful illumination. ra 

Rick Vitullo, AJA, is principal of 
Vitullo Architecture Studio, 
Washington, D. C. 
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The tempered glass acts as a protective 
layer for the more delicate colored-glass 
section behind it; 2-inch standoffs suspend 
this glass "sandwich" just beyond the steel
framed opening. The alternative detail 
shown consists of a glass rock set in a sili
cone sealant bed on a tempered glass shelf. 
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by Bart Forbes 

Three new colors from elk 
The Prestique Gallery Collection features timeless hues whose rich 

appearance reflects the splendors of the natural world. These color 

blends are the result of our collaboration with internationally 

acclaimed artist Bart Forbes. You may recall seeing his distinctive 

artwork in the pages of Time magazine · and other widely circulated 

publications. He is famous for his themed paintings and has designed 

over 20 commemorative · postage stamps for the . US Postal Service

including the "America the Beautiful" series. Mr. Forbes used his 

artistic touch to help us create colors that are at once unique, ·yel 

in harmony with their surroundings. Selections from the Prestique 

Gallery Collection have a the Elk High Definition" look, a 40-year limited 

warranty and 110 mph limited wind warranty~· . 
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Boost Your 

Sales With 

Custom 

Reprints 

From 

---r C' h i t e c t 
Your company is featured in 
residential architect. Share this 
honor with your clients and 
associates through professional 
custom reprints-marketing 
materials that are as unique as 
your designs. 

• Include with marketing 
materials, proposals and 
plans 

• Display in your office 

• Distribute at trade shows 
and events 

• Create a direct mail piece 

• Reinforce your professional 
standing with clients 

Order reprints of your company's 
feature from this issue 

Call PARS International Corp. 
at {212) 221-9595 

Minimum order 500 reprints 

Hanley-Wood, LLC 
RA 10/01 

Custom _ ,It 
to your design 
Professionals in the field 

tell us they prefer to specify 

Elevette® residential elevators 

because of their reliability 

and custom features . Choose 

from five car styles, three drive 

systems and many accessory 

items to create a truly 

custom elevator. 

CALL 

800-343-9007 
DEPT. 77 

INCLINATOR 
COMPANY OF 

Circle no. 276 

Superior Clay Rumford Fireplaces 
Throats, Smoke Chambers, Dampers Instructions 

Tall and elegant ... . the fireplace that keeps you warm 
Based on the principles of Count Rumford, the streamlined throats and smoke 
chambers installed in masonry fireplaces built to our specifications radiate more 
heat to the room, waste less heat up the chimney and burn more cleanly. 

Phone: 740-922-4122 
1-800-848-6166 

http: II www.rumford.com P.O. BOX 352 UHRICHSVILLE, OHIO 44683 
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Season Three: 
Mediterranean Revival 

Join contractor Mitchell McDaniel 

for the renovation and remodeling 

of The Kelnepa House. 
Our third season on PBS will focus on the 

Mediterranean Revival style of architecture. 

Each episode highlights a particular aspect of 
the home including construction, history and 
technological innovation. 

Join us each week and witness the transformation 
of this incredible structure from a 3,500 sq. ft. 
historical landmark to a 10,000 sq. ft. master

piece. You won't want to miss a single episode. 

Mediterranean Revival season begins Fall 2001. Check 

your local television guide for PBS station, dates and times. 

Note: All photos are "before". 
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Everything You Expect 
From residential architect ... And More 

The only site devoted exclusively to residential architects 

and designers, residential architect Online is your best 

source for product information, design ideas, management 

strategies, late breaking news, and useful links. 
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The Latest Reason to Check 
out residential architect Online 

residential architect Online is back with 

a bang. Recently re-launched as a full 

service site, residential architect Online 

will deliver the most comprehensive 

information on the art and business 

of house design. Architect profiles , 

"Practice" column straight from the 

pages of residential architect magazine , 

and architectural resources are just a 

few of the new features you will find. 

<www. reside nti a I a re h itecI. com> 

H anley-Wood, LLC 



special advertising section 

architect's showcase 

Setting the standard-
• Super Quiet Operation • High Energy Efficiency 
• Long Service Life • Dependable Performance 
• High Quality • Easy Installation 

Call us for more information on our complete line of ventilating fans. 

Panasonic 
COMMERCIAL & RESIDENTIAL PRODUCTS GROUP 

ONE PANASONIC WAY, PANAZIP 4A-6, SECAUCUS, NJ 07094 
(866) 292-7292 • FAX (800) 553-0384 
www.panasonic.com • Circle No. 401 

A WAREHOUSE FULL 
OF MAGNIFICENT WOODS 

M.L.Condon's warehouses are stocked with 
hundreds of thousands of feet of quality lum
ber, ready to mill to your specifications for 
mouldings, flooring, interior or exterior trims. 
Visit their White Plains or Stormville yards, 
give them a call at (914) 946-4111, or fax 
your requirements to (914) 946-3779 for a 
prompt, free quote. And ask for their new cat
alog. With full color photos of 40 wood 
species, it's a valuable tool for any pro. 
Please mention Code 242 when you call. 

Circle No. 403 

Columns , . 
Bal us tr? des 

Fiberglass Columns 

• Marble/Resin Columns 

• Wood Columns 

• Synthetic Stone 
Balustrades & Columns 

• Cast Stone Balustrades, 
Columns & Architectural 
Details 

• Polyurethane Balustrades 
& Mouldings 

Call 800.963.3060 
Fax 770.962.6988 

www.meltonclassics.com 

Circle No. 404 
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special advertising section 

architect's showcase 

HAND FORGED LIGHTlNG 

The complete source for Traditional Lighting, 
Firescreens & Ornamental Iron accessories 

All fixtures U.L.certified 

(805) 962-5119 • (805) 966-9529 Fax 
stevenhand elm ans t ud ios. com 

716 N . .Milpas, Santa Barbara, CA. 93103 

www.residentialarchitect.com 

Roofing Slates 
· at their · 

• Impervious to Insects. 

byCDM 
ENGINEERED TO BE THE 

MOST ADVANCED. 
MAINTENANCE-FREE 

PVC PORCH RAIL SYSTEM 
AVAILJ\BLE TODAY 

CUSTOM RAIL Features 
Add Beauty and Value to 
Every Horne Tl1ey Toucl1! 

• Working with Custom Rail is Easy! 
No Special Tools for Assembly. 

• Superior Weatl1erabil ity. tJnaffec1ed by Extreme 
Temperatures. 

• naditional Styling without tl1e Problems of wood. 
• Designed to Excel. 
• The Highest Quality. 
• Io Year Limited Warranty. 
• Exceed Boca UBC & SBC requirements 

CUSTOM DECORATIVE MO LDINGS 
P.O. Box F • Greenwood, DE 19950 

TOLL FREE: I ·800-543-0553 • PHONE: 1-302-349-4937 
FAX: 1-302-::149-48 16 • www.cdm.nanticoke.com/ 

Citc\e ':'.l:'l . ~ 
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Elevette TM, lnclinator Company of 
America's custom-designed resi
dential elevator, adapts easily to 
new construction or pre-existing 
spaces and can be fitted with as 
many as three gates to access var
ious floors. Made of steel or hard
wood, Elevette also offers custom 
interior finishes. 
Call 1-800-343-9007 or visit 
www.inclinator.com. Circle No. 409 

Finally, 
low-cost 
protection against 
washing machine 
leaks and floods! 
Designer inspired 
• new construction 
• older homes 
• aparbnents 
• condominiums 

Alf/II,, inc. 
P.O. Box 1782 
Stanwood, WA 98292 

PHONE 
(360) 629-9269 
FAX 

(360) 629-2838 
ORDER 
1-800-929-9269 
WEB 

www.floodsaver.com 

Circle No. 41 2 
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CULTURED STONE. 
Full-color, all new 84-page Design 
Solutions™ 3 offers articles and pic
torials showing exceptional stone 
installations from around the world 
plus swatches, application photos ' 
and data on over 170 Cultured Stone® 
veneers, trim products and II 
hearthstones. Circle No. 410 • 
(800)644-4487. • 

Quality Reproductions 
& Hard to Find Originals 

Wide Range of Styles & Selection 

Friendly Customer Service 

Prompt Shipping 

Circle No. 411 
www.RestorationHardwareStore.com 
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OPEN TO THE POSSIBILITIES 

PO Box 21786 Green sboro , NC 27420 
336/851 -5208 Fax 336/851-5209 or 888/511-5209 

www. bo lecti on door.c om 
Circle No. 414 

'. 

Web Site: www.wheelovator.com 
Email: resarch wheelovator.com 

Only one company builds extraordinary 
stairways with unmatched architectural standards, 

exquisite beauty and endless possibilities. 
Phone us at (800) 558-5096 or visit our 

Web site for inspiration and information. 

www.arcways.com. 

Circle No. 416 
www.residentialarchitect . com 

Call Our 
Architectural Line 

1-800-968-5438 

National 
Wheel-0-

509 W. Front St. 

Circle No. 415 

It 's amazing the difference a Boen Hardwood 
floor can make in almost any room. It can be 

installed in a day. 
That's the Boen difference. 
For more information write: 
Boen Hardwood Flooring 

350 Hollie Drive • Bowles Industrial Park 
Martinsville, VA 24112 

www.boen.com 
Circle No. 417 
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CAblE·RAir 
The Perfect Solution 

For Homes With A View! 
Prefabricated Stainless Steel Cable Assemblies To Enhance Any Wood Or Metal Railing: 

Attractive, Durable, Simple-to-Install, Easy-to-Maintain & Virtually Invisible. 

Call Now For Free Brochure & Prices 1-800/888-2418 

Also, be sure to inquire about our turnkey aluminum component railing frame systems. 
Feeney Wire Rope & Rigging • 2603 Union St. , Oakland, CA 94607 

www.cablerail.com 

This decorative 
flush style sprinkler 
combines economy, 
aesthetics, and has a coverage 
area up to 20' x 20'. 

For more information on Central 's TFP 1 and 
our full line of residential sprinklers, 
contact Central Sprinkler Company 

Phone: (800) 523-6512 •Fax: (215) 362-5385 

www.centralsprinkier.com 

1:qca/Flow /central 
Control Sprinkler 

Circle No. 419 

MOLDINGS, MANTELS, CARVINGS 
ARCHITECTURAL PANELING, INC. 

HARDWOODS & FINISHES -
FREE SPECIFYING CD! 
With the Hardwood Council's interactive 
CD, The Finishing Touch, you can apply 
'virtual' stains to 21 hardwood species 
and four room settings. The CD also 
includes the basics of smart specifying 
for hardwoods and finishes, tips for suc
cessful project management, a species 
guide, photo gallery, and more! 
Order online at 
www.hardwoodcouncil.com 
The Hardwood Council 
412-281-4980 •Circle No. 420 
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979 Third Ave., (D&D Bldg) NY, NY 10022 
Tel: 212-371-9632 Fax: 212-759-0276 

www.apaneling.com 

FULL LINE OF DEEP-SCULPT WOOD MOLDINGS IN 
WALNUT 

MAHOGANY 
CHERRY 

OAK 
MAPLE 
ETC. .• 
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Royal Wood® plastic/wood co-extruded composite trimboards 
cut, nail and install like wood yet offer consistent quality with 
every board. They come pre-finished or can be painted. Ideal 
for fascia, frieze, comers, 
rakes, soffits, band boards 
and more. 

~ RoyalWoocr 
Circle No. 422 

866-899-3320 www.royal-wood.com 

Circle No. 424 

www.residentialarchitect.com 

SPIRAL STAIRS OF AMERICA 
Curved, Spiral and Custom 
Stair Systems - in Wood and Metal 
From as Low as $400 
Spiral Stairs of Ametica 
Free Color Brochure 800-422-3700 
www.spiralstairsofamerica.com 

Circle No. 423 

Lighting Control 
System 
Distinctly elegant and easy-to-use, the 

LiteTouch 2001 is a residential/ mid

range architectural lighting control sys

tem designed for flexibility and reliabili

ty. The LiteTouch 2001 can be inter

faced with telephones, motion sensors, 

and security systems. (801 )268-8668. 

Circle No. 425 
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BUILDING? REMODELING? 
If so, consider planning for the future by installing a Waupaca Elevator that is designed to fit your 
decor. A Waupaca Elevator means comfort, convenience, mobility, and safety. DON'T BE CAUGHT 
UNABLE TO REMAIN IN YOUR HOME IN CASE OF ACCIDENT, ILLNESS AND/OR AGE. Our custom 
capabilities assure there is an elevator to fit your needs. For further information contact: 

@ \W.Jf2 Waupaca Elevator Co. 
E~ COMPANY. tNc. 1050 So. Grider St. 
Specify the Specialists™ Appleton, Wisconsin 54914 

Tel: 1-800-238-8739 • Fax: 1-920-991-9087 • Circle No. 426 

CALL 

www.royalcorinthian.com FAX: (630) 876-3098 Circle No. 427 

re sidential architect I october 2001 

Finely crafted doors in hardwoods, 
iron, beveled and stained glass. Hand 
carved fireplace mantels. Interior and 

exterior hardwood shutters in many 
exclusive designs. 

REQUEST CATALOG SET: 
600 plus full color pages 
See us at the NAHB Show 

+.PINECREST 
2118 BLAISDELL AVENUE 
MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA 55404-2490 
TELEPHONE (612)871-707 1 
Internet: www.pinecrestinc.com 
Email: lnfo@pinecrestinc.com 
Circle No. 428 
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Without Equal 

Clay roofing tile superbly and firmly bonds any dwelling to its 
environment. Visit our intemational showcase; browse the pattems 
and colors that will impart this natural ambiance to your residence. 

from the Company You Know .. 

www.thetileman.com 
1.888.263.0077 • 520 Vaiden Road , Louisburg NC 27549 • Circle No. 429 

NEW, EASY WAY TO 
SCREEN A PORCH! 

Screen Tight™ Porch 
Screening System 

• No more staples, rusty nails, sagging screens 
or painting. 

•Two widths, 1 1/2" and 3 1/2" for 2 x 4 and 4 x 
4 framing. 

• Inexpensive! Usually less than $180.00 per porch. 
• Available at better lumberyards and hardware 

stores everywhere. 
• Screen rol ls into base strip with spline and 

screen roller. 
• Cap snaps onto base serving as a trim piece. 

1-800-768-7325 II 
www.screentight.com 

1 Better Way, 
Georgetown, SC 29440 

U.S. Patent 4899797 

www.residentialarchitect . com 

Ventilate All Baths 
with One Quiet Fan 

ALOES ventllatlon specialists offer multiple solutions to 
noisy and Ineffective bathroom fans. Quality remote 

mounted fans provide both quiet and effective exhaust. 
Systems available for 1 to 6 baths. 

•SIMPLE TO INSTALL •ENERGY EFFICIENT 
•COST EFFECTIVE •SUPER QUIET 

AL DES 
THE ART OF VENTILATING 

AMERICAN ALOES VENTILATION CORP. 
4537 Northgate Court 

.... · .. 

Sarasota, FL 34234-2124 
lnfo@aldes-us.com 

800-255-7749 • www.americanaldes.com 
Circle No. 432 

Neo Solution Ill Shower 
Enclosure From Duschqueen 
The frameless Neo Solution III"' looks and performs like a 
custom enclosure. 

Utilizing curved and flat glass technology, fea tures include 
a curved glass door with a 36" wide opening and flat glass 
sides. Guaranteed watertight. 

Patented. 800-348-8080. www.duschqueeninc.com. 

Circle No. 430 

European Style and 
Technology 
EUROTEC's custom made, solid wood, Tilt 
& Turn Windows, Lift & Slide Doors and 
Folding Doors are the most energy effi
cient on the market today. Any size or 
shape window and doors to fit oversize 
openings. 502-637-6855 
Circle No. 433 
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YORK SPIRAL STAIRS 
We are proud to introduce you to our line of 
York Spiral Srairs. We believe our srairs are 
the finesr produces on the marker today. Our 
unequaled experience in design and consrruc
rion has creared a srair sysrem which is beau
riful today and engineered to be durable for 
years ro come. 
Call (800) 996-5558. 
www.durathrmwindow.com 

Circle No. 434 
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OF F1RE 

FOR INFORMATION: 

RAIS & Wtnus INC. 
23 HACK GREEN ROAD 

POUND RIDGE, NY 10576 

PHONE: 914-764-5679 
FAX: 914-764-0029 
www.raiswittus.com 

build smarter 
Developed for builders by builders, VectorWorks 
ARCHITECT 9 streamlines every phase of the 
design and construction process. All at only a 
fraction of the cost of other CAD programs. Now 
you can do what you do best-build great homes. 

Yect:;rwc;ru<s. C9·.· AR C H ITECT 
A product of Nemetschek North America 

www.nemetschek.net 888.646.4223 

Circle No. 437 

New for 2001! 

Avoid Hazards! 
Poor Contracts are 

Costing you Money and 
We can Prove It! 

Construction Office™ 2001 
With UDA'.s newly expanded library of modifiable 
~onstruct.ion c9:,itracts and forms? CSI specifica
tions, Qutcken · Tools and effective spreadsheet 

estimating templates you will: 
• Q_uickly print out professional, complete contracts, 
savmg you thousands of dollars and countless hours! 
•Reduce misunderstandings with detailed specs, fully 
defining the scope of your agreements! 
• Produce accurate estimates suitable for Preliminary 
Budgeting, Project Quotes or Construction Loans! 

Choose from our complete line of Construction 
Office "' 2001 Versions: Builder 

Remodeler 
Light Commercial 
Desi~-Build 
Architect 
Professional 

Circle No. 438 Developer 
and California Versions 

$159.95. $519.95 
Now Available, Download Direct Online! 

Call 1-800-700-8321 or visit our website at 
www.constructioncontracts.com 

for more information or to request a free brochure. 

Free Hmitcd Time Offer! Purchase or upgrade 
to any Professional or Developer Version before 
December 31 and receive a FREE copy of UDA 

Marketing Tools. (a 119.95 value) 

Build Sales. Build Efficiently. Build Your Business! 
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Elevating the business of 
floor covering to an art form . 
Surfaces is the world's premier floor covering exhibition, where the industry comes to preview 

innovations from every segment of the industry- carpeting, ceramic tile, hardwood, laminates, 

resilients, rugs, stone and underlayments- and from around the globe. Major manufacturers unveil 

their new lines. Unique new resources and styles make their debut. Knowledge and education are 

gained at the expanded Conference Program. 

Surfaces is the event you need to make buying decisions for the entire year, the international 

marketplace where the floor covering industry does business. 

SURFACES 
2002 

January 30 - February 1, 2002 
Conference: January 29 - February 1 

Sands Expo & Convention Center 

Las Vegas, Nevada USA 

Owned and Produced by 

Sponsored by 

Register now for free exhibits admission: www.SurfacesExpo.com 

For information call 800-547-3477 (Outside US~ 912-536-6400) 

CODE:A28 
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.. , hat's the worst thing 
about being an architect? 
We like to push the envelope 

a little bit when we can, but we find our 
clients are a little bit more conservative. 

How did you get started in 
renovation? 
When I started my business about 
10 years ago, it was with three 
renovation projects that were pub
lished widely in the area. I think we 
were typecast early on. The reality 
is that we enjoy doing new buildings 
and new homes. 

Is it difficult working within the 
design constraints of renovation? 
I think we have become so experi
enced at it that it doesn't feel that 
way anymore. 

What do you enjoy about 
renovation work? 
Older homes and buildings have so 
many wonderful materials-like 
copper, slate, stone, cement, stucco, 
and beautiful millwork- that were 
standard in their day. Having the 
chance to work on projects where you 
can justify the use of those materials 
offers a lot of creative opportunities. 

What do you strive for in 
your projects? 
To do better than rejuvenate the exist
ing architecture. We hope that there 
is some architectural component that 
makes the building better than it was. 

Is there a house by an architect 
so renowned you would be 
intimidated to renovate it? 
I'll be bold and say no. 

Do you live in a home that you 
renovated? 
Yes. We are at the 90-percent phase 

www . residentialarchitect . com 

of putting on an addition. The house 
was built in 1895 and we believe it 
was renovated in 1905 by the great 
Philadelphia architect Frank Furness. 

What's your favorite pastime? 
I have many, but one would be urban 
and mral hiking. My wife says I'm 
not happy unless I'm in motion. 

What's your greatest indulgence? 
My grandmother introduced me to 
European bakeries in New York, 
so it starts with Black Forest cake, 
moves to Linzer tarts, and branches 
out from there. 

What do you hate spending money on? 
Absolutely, taxes. And I really detest 
spending money on parking tickets. 

Mark Robert Halper 

If you weren't an architect, what 
would you be? 
A benevolent billionaire. I think I 
like what Bill Gates gets to do. 

What kind of car do you drive 
and why? 
I have a 1989 and a 2000 Saab. 
Swedish cars have a special link to 
the late '60s for me. As a kid, I remem
ber being in my friend's Saab 96 with 
surfboards on the top, looking for the 
best breaks, with Cream on the eight
track. They are technically sophisti
cated vehicles, but their lines are 
a little quirky. ra 

Reed Axelrod, AJA, is principal 
of Reed Axelrod Architects in 
Philadelphia. 
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